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A
POWERFUL argument can be made for the proposition that
the American Civil War flowed almost inevitably from the
, Congressional Gag Rule, which from 1836 to 1844 tabled

abolitionist petitions against slavery and attempted to silence
their discussion.' For John Quincy Adams, former president and
now a member of the House of Representatives, this legislative
ruling posed a frindamental threat to the American body politic.
Standing on the floor of Congress in February 1837, under threat
of censure for his challenge to the recently enacted Gag Rule,
Adams articulated the basic connection between politics and print
communications. 'The right by which the national representative
holds his seat here, is of vital importance,' he declared, 'and that
it may be understood, I hope that this debate will go forth and be
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read by the whole people.'^ Adams's appeal to the power of pohti-
cal reading came at a critical juncture in the history ofthe antebel-
lum republic, when abolitionist initiatives began to challenge the
status quo of party and slavery in and beyond the halls ofCongress.
Though Adams would never be fully comfortable with the aboli-
tionist imperative, he knew that it had 'taken deep root in the soil
of civil society,' and stood ready to oppose any proslavery 'attempt
to abridge the right of petition.'' Weary after a lifetime's experience
in American political life, Adams hoped that at this moment of cri-
sis the nation's press would carry the Gag Rule debate out from the
capital city to a reading and reasoning American public, infonning
them of the growing entanglement of the politics of slavery with
questions of procedure, deliberation, and constitutional right.

Adams's assumptions about politics and the press suggest a se-
ries of questions for the historian. Was the press in both the early
and antebellum republic adequate to the task of imparting
sufficient political information to the American people? Did all
Americans have equivalent access to newspapers in quality and va-
riety sufficient to the deliberative requirements for effective dem-
ocratic participation and thus legitimate lawmaking? What were
the legacies and tendencies that made the press open and accessi-
ble, or closed and inaccessible, to the American public? How im-
portant, indeed, were the newspapers for the American political
system? Quite simply, how was the press embedded in the sociol-
ogy ofthe American political process? These were also questions
with which John Quincy Adams and his father, John Adams, had
long experience. These are the fundamental questions that this
essay seeks to address in a review of the dynamics of party and
press from the 1780s to the 1840s, with glances back to the
Revolution and forward to the Civil War.

2. Congressional Globe, Containing Sketches ofthe Debates and Proceeding ofthe Twenty-
Fomtb Congress, 2nd Sess. (WashÍng;ton, D.C.: Blair and Rives, 1H37), 4:264; cited in
Miller, Arguing^•^boiit Slai^ery, 254; see also, 225-73.

3. Memoirs of Jobn Qtujicy Adams, Co?nprising Portions of His Diary fiorn i-jp^ to iS^H, ed.
Charles Francis Adams, 12 vols. (New York: AMS Press, 1970), 9:251, 374.
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John Quinq^ Adams had reason to be both optimistic and fearful
about the reach ofpohtical communications in the late 1830s. His
own positions on the press had long been marked by ambivalence.
Defending the people's right to petition Congress from the stric-
tures of the Gag Rule, he saw dark shadows looming over unhin-
dered political communication between the people and their gov-
ernment. And scarred by decades of partisan strife, he was
worried that 'both the ruling political parties' were waiting to
pounce on him for his challenges on the House floor. He had of-
ten suffered at the hands of partisan editorial agents on both sides,
and he fully expected that 'some overt act' would 'set the whole
pack of their hireling presses upon me.'"̂  Adams hoped that the
Gag Rule debate 'would be read by the whole people/ but the
subject of that debate itself—the silencing of those people's peti-
tions—and the very structure of the press itself, threatened to un-
dermine the pohtical communication to which he appealed.

Political communications are an increasingly important topic
among historians of the early and antebellum American republic.
Until recently, political historians have treated such communica-
tion as an unproblematic given. But the attention that cultural
historians have brought to language, discourse, and persuasive
symbol-making has begun to reopen the question of communica-
tion for political historians, just as new understandings of the
public sphere and of civil society suggest the wider dimensions of
matters political in their widest sense.^ A rapidly growing theo-

4. Memohs of John Qitimy Adams, 9:349-
5. Among many others, I would point to the foilowing studies that have contributed to

a renewed understanding of political commun ica dons: Benedict Anderson, ¡magineä
Cojnîminiîies: Reflections on the Origin and Spread ofNationulism, rev. ed. (New York: Verso,
1991); Richard D. Brown, The Strength of a People: The Idea of an hfonned Citizenry in
America, ló^o-iS-jo {Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1996) and
Knou'kdge is Power: The Diffusion of Infommtiov in Early America, fjoo-iSô^ (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1989); Richard R. John, Spreading the News: The American P¡ist¿iJ
Systern fi-tmi Franklin to Morse (Catnbridfre, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1995);
Jeffrey L. Pasley, '771^ Tyranny of Printers': Newspaper Politics in the Early American Republic
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, looi); Andrew Rohertson, The Lungiinge of
Deinocracy: Political Rhetoric in the United States and Britain, Í-JÍJU-ISÓO (Ithaca, N.Y.:
Cornell University Press, 1995); Mary P. Ryan, Civic Wars: De7nocracy nn-d Public Life in the
Ameiican City during the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press,
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retical approach to deliberative democracy, most recently ex-
pressed by Jürgen Habermas in Between Facts and Norms, has de-
veloped a powerful argument about the fundamental role of com-
munication in linking people and governance. In this synthesis,
legitimate lawmaking is grounded in both a constitutionally
structured governmental procedure and an open and rational dis-
course in the wider public sphere. Legitimacy itself thus flows
from the practices of participatory deliberation linking govern-
mental action to informed opinion, opinion shaped by the condi-
tions of political knowledge among a broad and inclusive public.
But these linkages and conditions are notoriously problematic.
Paradoxically, the press itself, in its accomplishments and its fail-
ures, stands at the center of such problems. As the critical vehicle
of any public communication in modem society, the press is, in
Habermas's words, 'vulnerable to the repressive and exclusionary
effects of unequally distributed social power, structural violence,
and systematically distorted communication.''' An ideal of ration-
ality and accessibility is more often than not compromised by the
reahties of political interest.

As his political stature was rising in the 1820s, Adams expressed
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Sphere in Eighteenth-Centitry America (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1990).

6. Jürgen Habermas, Between Facts anä Noitfis: Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law
and Democracy, trans., William Rehg (t^ambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Press, 1996), quote from pp. 307-8; Jean L. Cohen and Andrew Arato, Civil Society
and Political Theory (Cambridge, Alass.: MIT Press, 1992), 345-420; Aniy Gutniann and
Dennis Thompson, Demoa-acy and Disagreement (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1996};
James Bohman, Public Délibérât ion: Pluralism, Complexity, and Demomuy ((Cambridge,
Mass.: MIT Press, 1996); James S. Fishkin, De?riocra(y and Deliberation: New Directiimsfor
Democratic RefotT» (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1991); John S. Dryzek,
Discursive De?nocfacy: Politics, Policy, and Political Science (New Yorkr Cambridge University
Press, 1990); David Ingram, 'The Limits and Possibilities of Communicative Ethics for
Democratic Theory,' Political Theoiy 21 (1993): 294-321; Joshua Cohen, 'Deliberation and
Democratic Legitimacy,' in Alan Hamlin and Philip Petut, The Good Polity: Normative
Analysis of the State (Oxford: Black-well, 1989), 17-34; Bernard Malin, 'On Legitimacy and
Political Deliberation,' Political Theory 15 (1987): 338-68.
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his frustration in journal entries, writing of his enemies' use of
newspapers to fill 'column upon column with everything that
truth, misrepresentation, or falsehood can supply to defame and
disgrace me . . . work[ing] by slander to vitiate the public opinion.'
In a darker moment in the spring of 1828 he ventured the opin-
ion that the Sedition Act of 1798 was constitutionals Hints of this
pessimism underlay a conversation with Lord Melville, a British
minister, in London in 1817 ahout 'the immense, the overbearing
force of public opinion' recently interposed between state and so-
ciety, shaped by the press: in Melville's view, 'within the last forty
years public opinion had risen up and become queen of the world;
it was the dominion of the newspapers.'*^ But by 1837 Adams was
more than comfortable with the idea of a deliberative public, as
his father had been long ago, at the time of the Stamp Act. In his
1765 'Dissertation on the Canon and Feudal Law,' John Adams
had urged 'that the art of printing should be encouraged, and that
it he cheap and easy for any person to communicate his thoughts
to the public.'^ The Adamses spoke of public opinion and the press
in terms that anticipated Habermas's definition of the public
sphere, one that had been coined by their contemporary, Immanuel
Kant. Habermas's concept of a public sphere is derived directly
from Kant's, who first conceived of a domain of the 'public use of
reason' in print, deployed before a 'reading public' and mediating
between the absolutist state and an emerging civil society.'°

By the 1790s the Adamses had a passing familiarity with Kant.
Fascinated with German texts after serving as secretary to his fa-
ther in Europe during the Revolution, John Quincy Adams pur-
chased a copy of the 1787 edition of Kant's Critique ofPîire Reason

j . Memoirs of John Quincy Ada7ns,6:^iz, 7:262, 398.
8. Me?rtoirs of John Quimy Ada7m, 3:479-80.
9. Robert J. Taylor, jMary-Jo Kline, and Gregg L. Lint, eds.. The Papers of John Adams

(Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press, 1977- ), 1:121.
10. Jürgen Habennas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a

Category of Bourgeois Society, trans. Thomas Burger, with the assistance of Frederick
Lawrence (Cambridge, Mass.i MIT Press, 1989), 102-17.
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while ambassador to Berlin.̂ ^ Adams may not have read Kant's
classic essay on publicity, 'What is Enlightenment?,' in which
Kant defined 'the public use of one's own reason' (as against a pri-
vate use) as restricted to the purpose of 'addressing the entire
reading public.'̂ ^ But in January 1798 Adams reported to his fa-
ther his thoughts on Kant's essay on 'Perpetual Peace,' which
defined 'the formal attribute of publicness' as 'the transcendent
concept of public right."^ In the same letter, written six months
before the Sedition Act was drafted in Philadelphia, John Quincy
Adams complained from Berlin that Kant's philosophy amounted
to 'atheism and revolution,' and in subsequent decades, he would
come to feel abused by the political press.'"^

Nevertheless, in 1837 he expressed Kantian principles of pub-
licity on the fioor of Congress in the Gag-Rule debate. He hoped
that a wide and careful reading of the printed Gag Rule debates
would educate the public about the threat to their reciprocal re-
lations with their federal representatives. Print ought to allow a
direct exposure to the stuft of government and governing, he be-
lieved. Accessible and diverse print allowed the individual voter to
sift and interpret the information necessary for autonomous and
rational political decisions. Such was the stuff of public opinion.
But experience also taught Adams that editorial intervention
might well Vitiate' that public opinion; editors were the key me-
diators between politics and people. Indeed, Adams seems to have
been concerned that the party papers might conspire in the
proslavery Gag by not printing the C^ongressional debates. Print
was thus mediated by editorial choice, but once available it was

11. Walter J. Morris, 'John Quincy Adams's Germán Library, with a Catalog of his
German Books,' Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society i i 8 (1974): 323, 326, 328,
citing JQA to John Adams, January 3, 1798, and JQA to Abigail Adams, June ir , 1798
(Adams Papers microfihn, reel 130, p. 309, and reel 133, p. 73).

12. Immanuel Kant, K/irit's Political Writing, ed., Hans Reiss, trans., H. B. Nisbet
(Cambridge: (Cambridge University Press, 1970), 55 [emphasis in original].

13.JQA to John Adams,January 3, 1798; Kanu Poliñait Writings, 125.
14.JQA to John Adams, January 3, 1798; see also JQA Co Abigail Adams, June 11, 1798.

Walt Brown, argues \n John Adams and the A^nericiiyt Press: Politics and Jotimiitiirm <il the Birth
of the American Republic (Jefferson, N . C : McFarland, 1995), 101-6, chat John Adams was
extremely ambivalent about the passage of the Sedition Act.
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free of frirther mediation by local power brokers, a mediation that
was the necessary consequence of the spoken word.

And what of this spoken word? If both Adamses, like Immanuel
Kant, privileged print, this was still an age of oratory.''' A sociol-
ogy of political communication requires recognition that many
derived their political understandings from oral encounters,
rather than directly from print. The outlines of this sociology or
the social geography of political communication, written and
spoken, is the centtal concern of this essay. This is, I should sttess,
an exploration. By reviewing the historiography of the period's
general public history against a series of quantitative overviews, I
propose to test our assumptions about the availability ofthe press
across a series of regional, partisan, and socio-economic issues.
Our assumptions about the accessibility ofthe press vary consid-
erably across schools of historical thought, to which I tum first, in
a review of the placeof communications in political history and of
politics in press history. The second section of the essay explores
the shape ofthe political press in the early republic, and the third
the role ofthe press in the transition to the era of enduring nine-
teenth-century party competition that some call 'the party pe-
riod.'In this part ofthe essay, I argue thatthe 1830s marked a fun-
damental 'general crisis' in political communications and were a
critical juncture in the transition from classical public sphere to a
plural marketplace of opinion and information. For much of this
period measures of press and politics are perhaps impressionistic,
but from 1840 forward the federal census and presidential voting

15. While Warner in Letters ofthe Republic and David Waldstrcicher in ¡n the Midst of
Perpetual Fetes argue for the primacy of print in the public sphere, scholars arguing for the
continuing role of speech include Kenneth C^miel, Danocratical Elot¡uence: The Fight over
Popular Speech in Nincteenth-Centwy America (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1990); Jay Fleigelman, Declaring Independence: Jefferson, Natural Language, and tht Culture
of Performance (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1993); Christopher Looby, Voicing
America: Langtiage, Literary Form, and the Origins ofthe United States (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1996); and Michael Schudson, 'Was There Ever a Public Sphere? If So,
When? Reflections on the American Case,' in Craig Calhoun, ed., Habermas and tbe Public
Sphere (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992), 143-63.
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data allow a detailed, county-level analysis."^ In the final section,
a detailed examination of data from 1840 and 1844 supports the
argument that this transition was fundamentally more sectional
than national, and that well into the 1840s two forms of political
communication transformed into two political systems were op-
erating across the country. Voter turnout, one of the central
markers of the vigor of the American party system, varied in-
versely with the availability of print. Voters in Northern con-
stituencies well-supplied with print, especially in New England,
did not necessarily flock to the polls, while the opposite was the
case in the south. This suggests that there was still an important
place for the spoken word in antebellum American political com-
munications, given the wide regional variations in literacy and
print production. Print and politics failed to function analogously
from region to region, to such an extent that it seems difficult to
write about a national political system. Was the press adequate to
the political purposes of the American people? Was the press even
necessarily an integral part of electoral politics throughout the
nation? The answer to these framing questions will be ambiguous
and modulated, suggesting that a more careful examination of re-
gional patterns of print, speech, and social formation must be
made to assess the shape of popular politics in the early and ante-
bellum republic.

HISTORIOGRAPHY: SYSTEM, PERIOD, DISSENT,

DISENGAGEMENT, PRESS

Just as Adams expressed his own ambivalence about the press
throughout his career, one can detect similar countervailing
threads of optimism and pessimism in modern historians' assess-
ments of political communication in the early decades of the
American republic. While some see a broad accessibility of print,
others are more impressed by the elements of closure. Such a sim-

16. The data for 1840 and 1844 was made available by the Inter-University Consortium
for Poiidcal and Social Research, to which I am greatly obliged. For details, see below,
notes 97-98.
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pie dichotomy, however, is complicated by the shifting ground of
historical interpretation of American politics in the decades be-
tween the era of ratification and that of the Log Cabin campaign.
Once interpreted as a succession of party systems, antebellum
politics has been redivided into pre-party and party periods and
'decentered' by approaches that emphasize dissent, disengage-
ment, and the operation of a wider public sphere. Historians of
politics and of the press examine the same ground without always
consulting each other. A quick review of these historiographical
shifts suggests that political communication should not be taken as
an unproblematical given in the wider antebellum political domain.

For decades historians have been moving from more optimistic
toward more pessimistic assessments of political forms in the
early American republic. In the 1950s and 1960s a relatively opti-
mistic vision prevailed. The 'realignment' synthesis posited a suc-
cession of five distinct but essentially equivalent American party
systems, each opening in a period of realignment. In this view the
politics—and by implication the political communications—of
the First Party System, 1789-1820, was analogous to that of the
Second Party System, running from roughly 1828 to 1852.^7
Modern American politics in all its forms can thus be said to have
begun with the establishment of the republic. But in the 1970s
scholars challenged this party system/realignment synthesis with
arguments for a new chronology, that of a 'pre-party period' run-
ning into the 1830s, followed by a party period extending from
the late 1830s to the 1890s. The pohtics of the era of the Federal-
ists and the Jeffersonian Republicans began to be seen as outside
of an established 'two-party system,' and not meeting the basic
criteria of modern politics. Richard Hofstadter argued that hos-
tility to faction and party undermined the very 'idea of a part)' sys-

17. Some of the formative works in this 'realignment' school include V. O. Key, 'A
Theory of Critical Eiccúons,' Journal of Politics 17 (1955): 3-18; Lee Benson, The Concept
ofjacksonian Democracy: New York as a Test Case (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton University
Press, 19.61), 125-31; Charles Sellers, 'The Equilibrium Cycle in Two-Party Politics,'
Public Opinion Quarterly 29 (1965): 16-38; and Walter Dean Bumham, Critical Élections and
the Mainspring of American Politics (New York: Norton, 1970).
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tem,' while Ronald Formisano saw both 'anti-partyism' and def-
erence as shaping politics well into the i83os/^ The emerging
'party period thesis,' developed by Richard L. McCormick, Joel
Silbey, Formisano, and others, described a grand epoch of
American party politics, beginning in the late 1830s and continu-
ing to the 1890s, when the Progressive Era marked a collapse of
both participation and partisanship. This long party period en-
compassed, in this analysis, a full integration of party, electorate,
and the press. Party newspapers mobilized the faithful, who
turned out in droves for torch-lit parades and elections, in a grand
epoch of partisan participation.'^

Within the consensus for a unique party period beginning in
the 1830S, the question of the communicative integration of pol-
itics has produced both optimistic and pessimistic camps. Were
voters truly engaged with the public issues of the day and taking
part in a true deliberative process, or were they simply respond-
ing to the symbolic and persuasive rhetoric of party bosses? On
the optimistic side, Richard L. McCormick, John Ashcroft, Harry

18. Richard Hofstadter, The Rise of Legitimate Opposition in the United States,
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1969); Ronald P. Formisano, 'Political
Character, Andpartyism, and the Second Party System,' American Quarta-ly 21 (1969);
683-709; Formisano, 'Deferential-Participant Politics: The Early Republic's Political
Culture, 1789-1840,' American Political Science Review 68 (1974): 473-87; Formisano,
'Federalists and Republicans: Parties, Yes—System, No,' in Paul Kleppner, et al.. The
Evolution of Ajtierican Electoral Syste?ns {Wasxpon: Greenwood Press, 1981), 33-76; see also
Lynn L. Marshall, 'The Strange Stillbirth of the Whig VnrXy,' Ajnerican Historical Review
72 (1967): 445-68.

19. Richard L. McCormick, 'The Realignment Synthesis in American History [1982],'
in his The Party Period and Puhlic Policy: American Politics from the Age of Jackson to the Piv-
gressivc Em (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986), 64-88; Joel Silbey, The Ajnaican
Political Nation, iH^S-i8t^^ (Stanford, Calif.; Stanford University Press, 1991); Richard
Jensen, The Winning of the Midwest: Social and Political Conflict, i88S--tH<j6 (C^hicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1971); Michael F,. McCîcrr, The Decline of Popular Politics: The
American North, iSiS-t^iS (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). Walter Dean
Bumham's figures for high electoral turnout during this fifty-ye-ir period comprise the
critical foundation of the party period thesis: Burnham. Presidential Ballots, iSj6-i8t/6
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1955). William G. Shade, 'Political
Pluralism and Party Development: The Creation of a Modem Party System, 1815—1852,'
in Kleppner et al.. The Evolution of A?nerican Electoral Systems, 77-112; and William N.
Chamhers and Philip C. Davis, 'Party, Competition, and Mass Participation: The Case of
the Democratixing Party System, 1824-1852,' in Joel H. Silbey et al., eds.. The History of
American Ekaoral Behavior (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1978), 174-97,
can be seen as transitional between the 'system' and 'period' literatures.
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Watson, and Michael Holt argue that the central questions of
party-period legislatures were indeed salient for the electorate
and shaped their affiliations.^" On the other hand, the so-called
'etlinocultural' interpretation argued by Lee Benson, Ronald
Formisano, and Robert Wiebe posits a great 'chasm' dividing
electoral and legislative politics, as electorates responded to sym-
bolic cues rather than substantive policy questions in their vot-
ing.^' Richard D. Brown, in a book tbat ranges far beyond poli-
tics, notes that such a disjunction between voting and policy-
making was integral to an elite republican vision, in which the
people were to choose the law-makers, who in turn were trusted
with policy."

None of these historians, however, has ventured the sustained
analysis of the newspaper press in relation to party and electorate
that might provide a more definitive picture of the structure of
political communications. Joel Silbey, Michael McGerr, and Wil-
liam Gicnapp discuss the relationship between party and press in
their formative studies of the party period. But because they see
party and press advancing in tandem, their discussions are illus-
trative rather than analytical.^^ Leaving the domain of political
communication relatively unexamined has had its price, however,

10. McCormick, 'The Party Period and Public Polity: An Exploratory Hypothesis,' in
The Party Period and Public Policy, i97-2 2 7;John Ashworth, 'Agrarians'and ̂ Aristocrats': Paity
Political ¡deolojry in the United States, ¡8j'j-i^4^ (New York; Cambridge UniversiC)' Press,
1987); I Iarry L. Watson, Lihtrty and Power: The Politics ofjacksonian America (New York:
Noonday, 1990); Michael F. Hole, 'The Election of 1840, Voter Mobil iza cion, and the
Emergence of the Second American Part>' System: A Reappraisal of Jackson Voting
Behavior,' in his Political Parties and Aj?ierican Political Development frojn the Age of Jackson to
the Age of Lincoln (Baton Rouge: Louisiana Scace University Press, 1992), 151-91.

j i . Benson, The Concept ofjacksonian Democracy; Eormisano, The Birth of Mass Political
Parties: Michigan, i8i-]-ii{6i (PHnceCon, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1971); For-
misano, 'The New Political History and the Election of 1840,' Journal of Interdis-
ciplinaty Histojy 23 (1993): 661-62; Robert II. Wicbe, The Opening of American Society:
Fmm the Adoption of the Constitution to the Eve of Disunion (New York: Vintage, 1984),
349-52-

12, Brown, The Strength of a People, 204-6.
23. Silbey, The American Political Nation, 40, 54-62, McGerr, The Decline of Politics, 14-

22; William Gienapp, ' "Politics Seem to Enter into Everything": Political Culture in the
North, 1840-1860,' in Stephen E. Maizlish and John J. Kushnia, eds.. Essays on American
Antebellum Politics, 1S40-1S60 (Arlington: Texas A.&M. University Press, 1982), 41-42,
61-62.
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for the door has been left open to skeptical interlopers, who are
even more pessimistic about the legitimacy ofthe political process
in antebellum America.

Social historians Glenn Altschuler and Stuart Blumin, looking
carefully at the newspapers of the early party period between
1840 and i860, have recentiy launched an assault on the party pe-
riod thesis. They argue that—contrary to the prevailing model—a
large body of Americans was detached and disengaged from party
politics at exactly the moment that party period historians have
argued that they were locked into partisan identities that would
dominate their lives for a half-century. Voters, according to
Altshuler and Blumin, were bored with party struggles and dis-
trustful of politicians; editors amplified their accounts of party
fervor before elections and apologized for their partisan excesses
afrewards. Highly organized parties in the North were desperate
for voters, while a more inclusive southern politics functioned al-
most without the need for party.̂ '̂ ^

The emergence of this 'disengagement thesis' parallels the
'public sphere approach,' which was given focus in Jürgen Haber-
mas's formative study. The Structural Transformation ofthe Public
Sphere. Here, historians working both with and against the terms
of Habermas's analysis, have sought to explore the ways in which
the wider domain of experience in the 'public sphere of civil soci-
ety' provides a means of widening an understanding ofthe arena
for politics beyond the confines of organized parties. While some
work has focused on the utility of the public sphere approach to

24. Glenn C. Altsehuler and Stuart Blumin, Rude Republic: Americans and tbe Politics in tbe
Nineteevtb Centuiy (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, zooo); and 'Limits of
Political Engagement in Antebellum America: A New Look at the Golden Age of
Participatory Dcmocrzcy,' Journal of A?nerican History 84 (1997): 855-85, with responses
following by Harry L. Watson, Jean Harvey Baker, and Nonna Basch [886-903], and a re-
bunal by the authors: 'Politics, Society, and the Narrative of American Democracy'
(904-9]; and AJtshuler and Bluinin, ' "Where is the Real America?": Politics and Popular
Consciousness in the Antebellum Era,' American Quarterly ¿^g (1997): 225-67. The disen-
gagement thesis shares some ofthe themes of an older critique ofthe Bumham Uirnout
thesis, developed in Philip E. Converse, 'C^hange in the American Electorate,' in Angus
Campbell and Philip E. Converse, eds., Tbe Human Meaning of Social Cbangi (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1972), 263-338.
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the transitional, pre-party dimensions of political contest from
the 1780S to the 1820S/5 a larger body of literature, grafted onto
well-established studies of gender, reform, and third-party poh-
tics in antebellum America, has applied the public sphere concept
to the associations and discourses that expressed dissenting views
and drew many of the disenfranchised into a wider antebellum
politics. ̂ "̂

As both Paula Baker and Richard D. Brown have noted, this
wider politics was grounded not in the imperatives of party orga-
nizations but in the salience of specific issues, which were driven
by a circulation of information in the pubHc sphere impelling
Americans to demand a role in policy formation.^^ Recently,
Formisano has written appreciatively of both the 'disengagement
thesis' and the 'public sphere approach,' whose critiques of the
limited content of partisan politics echo his long-term commit-
ment to both the antiparty thesis and the ethnocultural argument.
These interpretations, converging upon the position that parties
were not meeting the wider civil needs of the public,̂ *^ are con-
gruent with the new approach to the public sphere ventured by
Habermas in Between Facts and Norms. If the parties of the early
republic expected the electorate simply to choose policymakers
and then withdraw, this relationship clearly shifted in the 1830s,
when informed constituencies outside the party arena demanded

25. John L. Brooke, 'Ancient Lodges and Self-Created Societies: Freemasonry and the
Public Sphere in the Farly Republic,' in Ronald Hofiman and Peter J. Albert, ed.s.. The
Beginning- of the 'Extended Republic': The Federalist Era {Charlottesville: University of Vir-
ginia Press, 1996), 273-377; Waldstreicher, In the Midst of Perpetual Fetes; Christopher
Cîrasso, A Speaking Aristoat/cy: Transforming Public Discourse in Eighteenth-Century Con-
necticut {Chapd nil!; University of North Carolina Press, 1999), 279-485.

26. This literature is discussed in Formisano, 'Party Period Revisited,' and Mark Voss-
Hubbard, "The "Third-Party Tradition" Reconsidered: Third Parties and American
Puhhc Life,' Journal of Arfierican History 86 (1999): 93-150, with comments hy Michael F.
Holt and Paula Baker [151-66]. Paula Baker, 'The Domestication of Politics: Women and
.American Political Society, i-jSo-i(j2O,' American Historical Review 89 (1984): 620-47; and
Daniel W. Howe, 'The Evangelical Movement and Political Culture in the North during
the Second Party SysKm,' Jouîytal of American History jj {^ççi): 1216-39, are critical early
statements of this approach.

27. Paula Baker, 'The Midlife Crisis of the New Political History,' Journal of American
History 86 {1999): 164; Brown, The Strength of a People, 206.

28. Fonnisano, T h e Party Period Revisited,' 112-20.
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a role in policy formation and lawmaking. In this more extensive
definition of a 'public sphere approach,' the topic widens from the
dissenting insurgency of disenfranchised groups to the widest as-
sessment of the configuration of the entire political process: par-
ties, movements, and the communicative media, where public
opinion coalesced and shaped both elective and legislative politics.

These competing interpretive approaches to antebellum polit-
ical history—party system, party period, disengagement, dissent
in public sphere—have had only a sporadic and tangential rela-
tionship with the interpretations of the communications histori-
ans who have studied the American press. But the press historians
have been engaged directly with the stuff of political communica-
tion, thinking carefully about the questions of the public sphere.
Their work is essential for a wider synthesis.

The history of the American press before the Civil War has
been shaped more fundamentally by chronology than by inter-
pretive school, except for the recent emergence of the problem of
the public sphere. Press historians divide their topic into three
broad epochs: the colonial/republican, the partisan, and the
plural, each shaped by a formative crisis.̂ ^ First, they posit a com-
mon press culture of the 'public print' running from metropolis
to colonies. Rhetorically formal and even belles-Iettristic, the
eighteenth-century press was shaped by classical and republican
assumptions about a common, virtuous attention to the polity

29. Recent studies working within this three-stage paradigm include Thomas C.
Leonard, The Poiver of the Press: The Biith of American Political Reporting (New York: Oxford
University Press, 19S6); Gerald J. Baldasty, The Commercialization of News in the Nineteenth
Centuiy (Àladison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1992); John Nerone, The Culture of the
Press in the Fjirly Republic: Cincijinati. 1-^^^-1848 (New York: Garland, 1989); Michael
Schudson, Discovering the NenKr: A Social History ofArnaican Newspapers (New York: Basic
Books, 1978). Most recently, see Carole Sue Humphrey, The Press of the Young Republic,
17^5-1*55 (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1996), 41-68, 11^-29, 141-42. For the
original statements of this paradigm, see Frederic Hudson, Journalis/n in the United States,
fro7n i6rjo to iH-jz (New York: Har].)er & Brothers, 1^73); James Melvin Lee, Histoiy of
American Journalism, rev. ed. (Boston: Houghton andMifflin, 1923); Alfred McClung Lee,
The Daily Newsp/ipei- inA?miica: The Evolution of a Social Instrument (New York: Macmillan,
1937); and Frank Luther Mott, American Journalimt, A History, ¡6¡fi>-ip6o (New York:
Macmillan, 1962).
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among a class of literate male freeholders—assumptions that were
confirmed and amplified during the revolutionary crisis, when the
'colonial press' was translated quite smoothly into the 'republican
press' of the pre-party republic.

Second, the traditional press history proposes the emergence of
the 'partisan press' in the 1790s, as the contest of Federalists and
Jeffersonians within the new republic established a paradigm for
dyadic print debate, crystallized in the crisis of 1798-1800, the
Alien and Sedition Acts, and Jefferson's first election. From the
1790S to the 1830S the partisan press proliferated, moved beyond
the consensual assumptions of the republican press to opposi-
tional opinion structures, and appealed to wider audiences by an
increasingly popular, vernacular style. If these qualities in the
press suggest accessibility and openness, the gatekeeping net-
works of partisan editors provided powerful forces for closure,
limiting both the range of information published and its deliber-
ative quality.

Finally, the third stage in the press-history model, beginning in
the 1830S but not coming to full form until the 1840s and 1850s,
brought an increasingly plural press. Various elements within the
expanding printing industry broke the hegemony of the party
gatekeepers and experimented with a range of print offerings that
supported a host of reform movements, covered police courts,
and reported with increasing autonomy and detail the content of
American national politics. As the volume of print grew, the di-
versity of available opinions and information expanded as well,
presented in an increasingly stable and popular vernacular style.
This pluralizing of the press required an increasingly sophisti-
cated analysis by an ever-growing American reading public, ex-
panded far beyond the limits of the eighteenth-century freehold-
ers and their classical public sphere. Although the American press
would never be completely 'open' in its structure and rhetoric, the
basic outlines of the modern press had begun to take shape by
i860, and elements of these outlines were emerging by 1840.
This plural press had its crisis in the mid-i83os, with an explosion
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of efforts that would forcibly restrain the flow of new channels of
information, including riots against abolitionists and their presses,
mail restrictions allowed by the Jackson administration, and the
Gag Rule against which John Quincy Adams struggled so might-
ily during his years in the House.

The three-stage model of the history of the press provides us
with a point of departure, a foil for elaboration and revision in re-
lation to the evolving paradigms in political historiography. An
opening critique may be suggested at once. A model of stages and
the crisis points of transition imply sweeping and comprehensive
shifts in the relationship between poHtics and the press. Quite the
opposite was the case; in fact, established practices and assump-
tions lingered for decades, and may still be operative todayi°
These three stages of republican, partisan, and plural presses and
their intervening transitions are problems to be assessed, rather
than givens to be assumed.

More importantly, an odd but interesting mismatch between
the historiographies of the press and of politics may be observed,
notably at each of the two transitions, a slippage shaped by their
intellectual chronologies. The transition to a partisan press
identified by press historians over a century ago may well have
contributed to the party-system thesis among political historians.
The press historians' continuing insistence on a 'partisan era' from
the 1790S through the late 1830s should be particularly puzzling
to party period historians; their understanding is of a sputtering,
incomplete structure of partisanship followed by the emergence
of a true, national, two-party system just as this partisan press
gave way to a plural press.''

Two solutions to this conundrum have emerged in recent in-
terpretation. On the one hand, party may indeed have been im-
portant in the eariy republic, growing in symbiosis with an explo-
sion of print communication. Such is the argument of a group of

30. John Nerone, 'Newspapers and the Public Sphere,' paper presented at the Clark
University-American Antiquarian Society Seminar in American History, Spring 1997.

3i.MichaelSchudsonhaswrestledwitíi this ambiguity in The Good Citizen,
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young historians publishing over the past decade, in self-con-
scious critique of the party period thesis. Richard John laid the
groundwork in Spreading the News, descrihing how the federally
sponsored postal system gave preference to newspapers, encour-
aging their nationwide circulation and thus the emergence of a
national public sphere in the 1790s. Andrew Robertson has pro-
posed that by 1810 there were fundamental shifts in editors'
rhetorical strategies as they began to engage wider audiences.
David Waldstreicher has argued, in his In the Midst of Perpetual
Fetes, that paradoxically newspapers both shaped an Andersonian
'imagined community' in the new nation, and in their partisan-
ship from the 1790s shaped widely diffused competing definitions
of national communities. Most recently, Jeffrey Pasley's 'The
Tyranny of Printers' carefully examines the political editors whose
labor shaped this fusion of politics and print, especially the gen-
eration of young men radicahzed by the Sedition Act of 1798.'^

These historians, the first to take political communications se-
riously, seek to restore partisanship to the first party era, moving
the origins of popular American politics back from the age of
Jackson to the early republic. A second solution, offered by histo-
rians of communications, continues to propose a pivotal transi-
tion in the 1830s. Here the press history again seems to anticipate
political history. The explosive modernization of press technol-
ogy and the consequent proliferation of an increasing variety of
magazines and newspapers attracted considerable attention among
communications historians in the T970S and 1980s, most notably
Thomas Leonard, Michael Schudson, and Dan Shiller, and their
work on this pluralized press provides a ground for the emerging
understanding of 'disengagement' and 'pubhc sphere dissent' in
antebellum political history. The emergence of a diverse market

}2. John, spreading tbe News; Robertson, Tbe Language of Democracy; Waldstreicher, In
fbe Mitist of Perpetual Fete.v, Pasley, Tbe Tyranny of Printers'. See also Simon P. Newman, Pa-
rades and tbe Politics of the Streefá: Festti'e Culture in tbe Early American Republic (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania Press, 1997); Christopher Grasso, A Speaking Aristocracy, 386-
485; David Waldstreicherand Stephen R. Grossban, 'Abraham Bishop's Vocation: or, The
Mediation of Jeffersonian Polines,' Journal of tbe Early Republic 18 (1998): 617-57.
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in print might have allowed Americans to imagine new and dif-
ferent visions of their world, visions that could not be contained
within a framework of party. However, the press was not a zero-
sum game, but additive. As John Nerone has argued, the partisan
affiliations of much of the press across the country did not disap-
pear, but followed both older and newer channels. Nonetheless,
party politics now shared the public stage with a host of new pri-
orities newly given voice.̂ ^

This essay, then, is offered both as an exploratory sketch of the
changing shape of political communications from the 1780s to
the 1840s and an assessment of historians' competing interpreta-
tions of this epoch. I limit myself here to a search for broad pat-
terns, sketching an overview of the changing relationship be-
tween pohtical action and the world of print. I propose a 'general
crisis' in political communications in the 1830s, but I leave room
for manifestations of 'party period,' 'disengagement,' 'dissent,'
early partisanship, and even 'pre-party politics.' This balancing
act is achieved by a close attention to chronology, but an even
closer attention to region and section. The configuration of party,
press, public sphere, and popular audience changed in very dif-
ferent ways and at very different rates in the various regions mak-
ing up the antebellum United States, so much so that one has to
ask whether the nation was comprised of fundamentally different
pohtical systems.

PARTY AND PRINT IN THE EARLY REPUBLIC

The newspapers of 1787, in the era of the ratification of the fed-
eral constitution, were a compound of the frameworks and de-
partures of the eighteenth-century press. Two of these require
our particular attention. Eighteenth-century colonial newspapers

33. Thomas C. Leonard, News far All: Americans Coming-of-Age with the Press (New Yfjrk:
Oxford University Press, 1995), 1-311 65-79; Leonard, The Power of the Press, 54-96; Dan
Schiller. Objectivity a?id the News: The Public and the Rise of Co?u?iiercial Joumalisni (Phila-
delphia: Universitj' of Pennsylvania Press, 1981)1 12-75; Schudson, Discovering the News,
12--60; John Nerone, 'The Mytliology of the Penny Press,' CtiticalStudies in Mass Commu-
nication 4 (1987): 377-404.
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stood on a continuum between what might be called the 'court
paper' and the 'country paper,' a continuum that shaped the
emergence of the partisan press in die 1790s. The 'court paper'
was the newspaper functioning as a source of sanctioned infor-
mation, with its content approved and printed 'by authority.'John
Campbell's Boston Newsletter was the exemplar of the court paper,
in which the printer saw himself supplying a service to the mer-
cantile community as an extension to his provincially sanctioned
role as printer—and often postmaster—and deferred to the inter-
est of the colonial governor whose printing contracts provided
the key to the profits of the press office.î * At the opposite extreme
stood the 'country paper,' playing a central part in the Whig ideal
of a vigilant, jealous people monitoring and limiting the reach of
the state. The printer in the country-Whig ideal bore a public re-
sponsibility to provide a forum for civil debate, rather than sim-
ply reprinting commercial news and imperial edicts, and self-con-
sciously advanced the ideal of the liberty of the press. Here lay
complications: was the press free to publish what the printer
wanted, or was the printer obliged to print freely whatever he was
offered? What if the press printed something that those in gov-
ernment found libelous, even if true? From these questions rolled
the issue of seditious libel, the charges that shut down Benjamin
Harris's Publick Ocairrences in 1690 and from which James Peter
Zenger was successfully defended in 1735.^^ By the 1760s, after

34. Charles E. Clark, 'Early Ainerican Jounialism: News and Opinion in die Popular
Press,' in The Colonial Book in the Atlantic World, Vol. i, Hugh Amory and David D. Hall,
eds.,-^ History of the Book in America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 347-
65; The Public Prints: The Newspaper in Anglo-Amaican Culture, / (56Ï-[7.^() (New York: Ox-
ford University Press, 1994), 77-102, 120-21; William David Sloan and Julie Hedfjepeth
Williams, The FarlyA?nerican Press, i6^o-i-j8j (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, [994),
I7-Ï2.

35. Clark, The Public Prints, 71-73; Sloan and Williams, The Early American Press, i - io ;
81-90; Jeffrey A. Smith, Printers and Press Freedom:The Ideology of Fuirly Ajnerican Jourmilism
(New York: Oxford University Press, 198S), 17-73; K'chard Buel, Jr., 'Freedom of the
Press in Revolutionary/\merica: The Evolution of Libertarianism, 1760-1820,'in Bernard
Bailyn and John B. Hench, eds., The Press and the American Revolution (Worcester, Mass.:
American Antiijuarian Society, 1980), 59-98; Leonard W Lew, Legacy of Suppression:
Freedom of Speech and Press in Early American History (New York: Harper & Row, 1963).
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forty years of debate over war, reUgion, and money in the Boston
newspapers, John Adams saw the free press as a 'sacred' conduit
of political information, vital to the wellbeing of a people threat-
ened with tyranny. This oppositional model of the press was cru-
cial in mobilizing the newspapers of colonial seaport to resist the
Stamp Act, the Townshend Act, and eventually the Coercive Acts,̂ '̂

The Revolution brought important changes to the shape of the
American press. First, the need to reach the people meant that the
press had to expand its range; by the end of the Revolution and
more obviously by the ratification years, newspapers had spread
beyond the confines of the old seaport towns into interior loca-
tions. In this decade and a half the American press more than dou-
bled its circulation per free population. (See Tables 1-3.) Reach
and range involved style as much as volume; modes of delibera-
tive debate were amplified, if not set aside, by the need to advance
the national cause through pronouncement and serial narrative,
building an imagined community of Americans through a politi-
cal reading that was, as Waldstreicher has put it, a 'ritual of as-
sent.'^ 7

However, if the press was more accessible, it also had numer-
ous dimensions of closure. The special conditions of revolution-
ary crisis and nation-building required the suppression of alter-
native voices; the idealized open press that advanced resistance to
British policy was closed to LoyaHst argument.^^ As sovereignty
shifred in 1776 from empire to states in continental confedera-
tion, there was a subtle reversal, as a 'country-Whig' press stand-
ing in opposition to tyrants assumed, without much difficulty, the
role of the 'court press,' supporting and supported by the consti-
tuted authorities. In the eighteenth-century classical model, the

36. Stephen Botein, 'Printers and the American Revolution,' in Bailyn and Hench, eds.,
The Press and theAmericati Revolt4tion, 11-58; Sloan and Williams, The Eûriy American Press,
123-70; Adams cited in Buel, 'Freedom of the Press,' 59.

37. Waldstreicher, In the Midst ofPei-petual Fetes, 17-52. See also Robertson, l^n^tage of
Democracy, i-35; and Richard L. Merritt, Syrnboh of A?»erican Co?nmunity, i'J3S-fj-]'y
{New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1966). '

38. Neronc, Violence Agaijtst the Press, 18-52; Buel, 'Freedom of the Press,' 76-82;
Botein, 'Printers and the American Revolution,' 23-40.
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TABLE I

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN NEWSPAPERS, I 7 6 0 - 1 8 6 0

1760

1790

1800

1810

1828

1840

1850

i860

Total
Newspapers

18

37
96

234
366
861

1404
2302

3343

Total
Increase

19 = 105%

59 = 159%
138 = 143%
132 = 56%

495 = 135%
543 = 63%
901 = 64%

1041 = 45%

Annual Increase

1.26/yT =

3.93/yr =
13.80/yr =
13.20/yr =
2-j.^o/yr =
45-25/yr =

90.1/yr =
iO4.i/yr =

7.0%/yr
10.6%/yr
14.4%/yr
5.6%/yr
7.5%/yr
5.2%/yr
6.4%/yr
4.5%/yr

TABLE 2

ESTIMATED DECREASE IN RATIO OF FREE POPULATION

PER NEWSPAPER, 1 7 6 0 - 1 8 6 0

1760

1775

1790

1800

1810

1828

1840

1850

i860

Free
Population '

1270

2100

4403

6048

10845

14575

19988

27489

Free Population/

Newspaper'

70555

56756

33667

18816

16524

12596

10381

8683

8223

Total

Decrease

-13799 = -

-23089 = -41%

-14851 = -44%

-2292 = -12%

-3928 = -23%

-2115 = -18%

-1698 = -16%

4̂60 = -5%

Annual
Decrease %

-920/yr =
-1539/yr =
-1485/yr =
-229/yr =
-zio/yr =
-175/yr =
-170/yr =
-46/yr =

-1.3%/yr
-2.7%/yr
-4.4%/yr
-1.2%/yr
-1.3%/yr
-1.4%/yr
-1.6%/yr
-.5%/yr

'expressedin iooos SOURCES: SeeTable 3.
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TABLE 3

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CIRCULATION, I 7 6 0 - 1 8 6 0

Tbtal Total Free Circulation Total Annual
Papers Circ. *# Pop. * /Free Pop. Increase Increase

1760 18 468 1270 .4

1775 37 962 2100 .5 .1 25% .007 1.7%

1790 ^6 3975 3232 1.2 .7 140% .046 9.2%

1800 234 12500 4403 2.8 1.6 133% -lo 13.3%

1810 366 24577 ^048 41 '-3 4*^^ -13 4-6%

1828 861 68118 10845 ^i 2-2 54% -12 2.9%

1840 1404 Ï47500 14575 IO-' 3-8 60% .32 5.1%

1850 2302 388596 19988 19.4 9.3 92% .93 p.2%

i860 3343 765771 27489 27.8 8.4 43% .83 42%

*expressed in 1000s # Circulation = estimated copies per year

SOUItCeS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR C[HCULATION ESTIMATES;

1760. 1775: calculated at 500 copies per issue
1790-1840: from Pred, Vrian Gtvwlh and tht CircaLition af tifomation, :i

1850, i860; calculated from tirculaddn figures in FreJeric Hudson, j'oanifl/àm hi the United States, fram I Ago fo 1JÍ71
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1873), 771

S O U t C E S F O B N Ï W S P a P E H S T O T A L S , T A B L E S l - } \

1760; Alfred McClung Lee. The Daify Newspaper in Aninica: Tbe Ëvalutimi of a Social Instrument (Nevj Yorki Macmillan.
IÇ37). 711 ln=i«|

1775; Lester J. Cappon. Atlas of Early Amenam Hislury: '¡"ht Revolutisnmy Bra, fj6o-ijço (Princelon, N.J.: Princcron
Universiiy Pt^ss. 1976}. 14 ^=^37!

1790; North, Century of Popiitariim Grmeth, 3J-36 |n=96]
1800: Lcc, Tbe Daily Nrwspaprr, 711 [n=z34]
iSio. i8iB, 1840: S.N.D.'NoTÚi. History and Present Caiuliiion of tbe Newspaper and Ptriodiiiil Press of tbe Unirai Smres...

(Washington, D.C: G<)vemmem Printing Office, 1884), 47
1850. i860: Hudson, yoiimalism niAmei-lai, 771

printers in the resulting 'republican press* would seek a harmony
and consensus of which their 'country' antecedents could only
dream as they battled imperial tyrants.

It was in this spirit that the American press entered the era of
the new republic. It played a vital role in constitutional debate be-
ginning in September 1787, as the printers in tlieir much noted
zeal for the federal Constitution were as subversive of the states
as they had been of the empire. If they fulfilled their obligations
to open debate by printing Anti-Federalist opinion, the over-
whelming preponderance of sentiment among the printers was in
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favor of the commercial protections of the new Constitution, and
they gave precedence at every turn to the Federalist vision. They
were supported in this, during the week after the Federalist cele-
brations of the new national Constitution, by a New York crowd
that smashed the office of the New York Journal, after its editor,
Thomas Greenleaf, persisted in his Anti-Federalism.^9

The model of the eighteenth-century court paper, with its im-
plications for closure in the press, would powerfully shape the
press politics of the 1790s and would echo down into the nine-
teenth century. But its clash with fundamental new departures in
the 1790s led directly to a pivotal crisis, the first of two confi-on-
tations between opposing trajectories toward closure and accessi-
bility. The Sedition Act of 1798, followed by the Jeffersonian vic-
tory of 1800, marked the emergence of the partisan press, just as
riots and edicts in the 1830s would confront the emergence of the
plural press. The latter transition may well have been more deci-
sive than the former.

The first partisan papers of the 1790s are best seen as an evolv-
ing blend of court and factional press, supported by and speaking
for great men in government as they moved from ostensible unity
to outright contest. John Fenno's Gazette of the United States, a
court paper, was established in New York in 1789. Its intent was
'To hold up the people's own government, in a favorable point of
light.' As the sanctioned administration paper, Fenno hoped to
gain subscriptions throughout the country; his paper would be
considered the source of 'correct thinking' among pro-adminis-
tration editors everywhere. Though he never received the gov-
ernment salary that he hoped for, Fenno was supported in the
form of governmental printing orders from both Alexander
Hamilton and Thomas Jefferson. In the summer of 1790 he went

39. William H. Riker, The Sirateg)/ of Rhetoric: Campaigning for the American Constitution
(New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 1996), 26-28; Nerone, Violence Against the
Piess, 60-63. S''"' Cornell, The Other Foundeis: Anti-Federalism and the Dissenting Tradition
iriAmeiica, f^HS-tftzS (Chapel Hilt: University of North Carolina Press, 1999), discusses
.\nti-Federalist conceptions of the public sphere and their efforts to challenge Federalist
preeminence in the press: 19-50,104-6, 111-20,122-24.
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so far as to announce that he printed laws and proclamations 'By
Authority,' ironically by virtue of Jefferson's contract.'̂ ^ But by the
time the government moved to Philadelphia, Fenno's Federalist
orientation led Jefferson to cast about for another organ and to
establish his clerk Philip Freneau as the editor of the oppositional
National Gazette. From 1791 to 1793, then, poUtical opinion was
dyadically represented in the battle of the two Gazettes, both
aimed at a sophisticated national audience."*^ After the collapse of
Freneau's Gazette, Benjamin Franklin Bache took up the emerg-
ing Jeffersonian cause in the Philadelphia ^//ro/w, battling Fenno
and the Federalists in print and in the streets until both editors
were dead of yellow fever by 1798.

With the debate over Jay's treaty and the 1796 election, oppo-
sitional papers began to emerge in other seaports. These included
Thomas Adams's Boston Independent Chronicle and Thomas
Greenleaf's New York Argus, augmented by a few scattered pa-
pers in smaller places, such as, Bennington, Vermont, New
London, Connecticut, and Sunbury, Pennsylvania.*^^ But these
were papers in the country mode, standing in opposition to an ad-
ministration. These were not party papers. There was no party as
such, with an organization, a platform, and recognized candidates
to support, unless one were to count the Democratic Societies
that sprang up briefly in 1793, in which roughly thirty Republican
editors were members.**̂  It was these editors whom the Fed-
eralists attempted to silence by popular violence and then of the
Sedition Act of 1798, in an effort to restore the closure of the
court press, i.e., printing in support of government.^^

40. Pasley, The Tyranny of Ptinters,' $y, 6i; Gazetteofthe United States (Nçv/York), April
7-Sept. 15, 1790 [various issues]; see also Mar. 3, 1790.

41. Pasley, 'The Tyranny of Printers,' 48-78, provides the most detailed account. See also
the older accounts in C^ulver H. Smith, The Press, Politics, and Patronage: The A?nerican
Government's Uses of Newspapers, i-jSti-iS-j^ (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1977),
12-23; Donald H. Stewart, The Opposition Press of the Federalist Period (Albany: State
University Press of New York, 1969), 6-11.

42. Mott, American Joumalisni; 127-34.
43. Stewart, The Opposition Press, 648-49.
44. James M. Smith, Freedom's Fetters: The Alien and Sedition Acts and American Civil
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The opposition press that the Federalists assaulted with the
Sedition Act was only a scattered, emergent forum, an eigh-
teenth-century 'country' press that was a vehicle of annoying
opinion and possible libel but was not immediately the agent of
organized party. Thus, on election day in Philadelphia in 1796,
Benjamin Bache published slates suggested by various ward and
county meetings, hut did not make an editorial appeal to the vot-
ers; it was only with the fall 1797 returns that he identified elected
representatives as 'Democratic-Republicans' in the AuroraA^
Ironically, it was the Alien and Sedition Acts, by energizing
Republican electoral organization, that began to achieve what the
Federalists had feared: an accelerating linkage of the press with
party, driven—as Pasley has demonstrated —by the ambitions and
idealism of a rising generation of political editors.^^ The trans-
formation can be followed in the pages oí the Aitrora. Bache was
imprisoned under the Sedition Act and then died in the fall of
1798; October 1799 was the first time that the editors of his
Aurora printed comprehensive lists of opposing candidates.
Earlier, the paper simply had printed slates recommended by
committees, but in 1799 this cover was dispensed with in calling
upon the voters to 'Take your Choice! . . . Take Notice! . . . Take
Care! . . . [and] Take Advice'; 'look well to your tickets,' 'boxes,'
'tallies,' and 'returns.' It was 'Now or Never.'"^7 These exhorta-
tions marked the first stage of the transformation of an eigh-

Liberties (Ithaca, N.Y.r Cornell University Press, 1956); Stewart, The Opposition Press, 466-
72; Hiifstadter, The Idea of a Party System, 102-21; Smith, Printers and Press Freedom, cri-
tiques Leonard Levy's analysis originally presented in Legacy of Suppression. John Nerone
sets the Sedition Act in the wider context of political violence in the 1790s in Violence Against
the Press, 63-71. For the most recent and authoritative accounts of the press in the era of the
Sedition Act, see Pasley, I'he Tymimy of Printm,' '05-95, ^«ti Richard N. Rosenfeld,
American Aurora: A DejnGcratic-Reprihlican Returns {î^ew York: St Martin's Press, 1997).

45. Aurora and General Advertiter (Philadelphia), October 11, 13, 1796; October 12,
'797! Harry M. Tinkcom, The Republicans and Federalists in Penttsylvania, i-jgo-iSoi
(Harrishurg: Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission, 1950), 176-80. For 3
similar assessment of the pre-1798 Republican press, see Pasley, The Tymvny of Printers,'
106-18.

46. Pasley, 'The Tyranny of Primers," 124-2 28.
47. Aurora and General Advertiser (Philadelphia), October 8, 1799.
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Fig. I. The Philadelphia Aurora, the country's banner paper for the emerging
Democratic-Republican Party, published its first direct partisan exhortation to
the party electorate on the eve of the state election, October 8, 1799. American
Antiquarian Society.

1
teenth-century opposition country press into a nineteenth-cen-
tury party press, a beginning that advanced with the Republican
mobilization for the presidential election of 1800 (fig. i).

The emergence of press partisanship was one fundamental step
toward press accessibility. So too were changes in its very scale
and distribution. An aggregate view of the press across the coun-
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try, looking at the number of newspapers as sites of editorial ac-
tivity, rough circulation estimates, and the relationship of these
numbers to a rapidly growing population, suggests the extent and
tbe limits of the growth in accessibility in political communica-
tions in the 1790s.

Protected by the First Amendment, as ratified by 1791, and its
distribution facilitated by the Post Office Act of 1792, which gave
newspapers preferential rates in the mails, the press expanded
mightily in the lyços.^^ Measured in terms of the number of
newspapers (which expanded in a decade from roughly 96 to at
least 234), the ratio of free population per newspaper, and the ra-
tio of copies printed per free population, the 1790s were marked
by the greate.Kt rate of growth in the volume of an American press
during the entire century in any decade before the Civil War.49
{See Tables 1-3.) The majority of these new papers appeared in
the last two or three years ofthe decade, as political conflict in-
tensified, both by the rising opposition and by papers supported
by an expanded Federalist patronage legislated in 1799.3'° Jeffrey
Pasley has determined that the number of papers founded per
year rose from about twenty per year between 1783 and 1791 to
about fifty a year between 1796 and 1800, spiking to seventy new
newspapers in 1801 alone. This surge in new papers was a response
to the Sedition Act, Pasley finds, as forty-four of the eighty-one
Republicans papers published in 1800 had been founded since
June 1798.Í' Theresultofthispressmobilization was thaton the
eve ofthe 1800 election there were roughly six Republican papers
for every ten Federalist papers. (See Table 5.) The newer Repub-
lican papers were more likely to be very strongly committed to

^S. John, spreading tbe News, 30-63; Kiclhawitz, News in the Mail, 31-56.
49. This finding is ar variance with eariier analyses but agrees with the recent analysis by

Paslcy. The issue here is not the scale of print volume, but the rate of change. Compare
Robertson, language of Demoa-acy, 38; Pred, Urban Chvwth and the Circulation of Informa-
tion, 58-59; and Pasley, 'Tbe Tyranny of Pri?iters,^ 33, 405.

50. Smith, Press, Politics and Patronage, 42.
51. Pasley, Tbe Tyranny of Printers: 126-75,4O4' 407-9; see aiso Smith, Press, Politics, and

Pattvnage, 41-42; Stewart, Opposition Press, 867-93; Rosalind Remer, Printety and Men of
Capital: Pbiladelpbia Book Publishers in tbe New Republic (Philadelphia: University of Penn-
.sylvania Press, 1996), 24-38.
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their views, while the majority of the Federalist papers were more
moderate and centrist in tone, an expression of the Federalist as-
sumption that they represented the people at large, rather than a
factional or ideological interest.^^

The impressive overall growth in the scale of print volume was
matched by a formative decentralization of the press. The colo-
nial press had been confined to the seaport towns and during the
Revolution its dispersion was a result of British occupation of
those cities; in wartime it was even more closely tied to the for-
tunes of embattled revolutionary state governments. In 1790, still
reflecting colonial patterns, 49 percent of American newspapers
were produced in leading towns, usually coastal capitals; by 1800
this figure was down to 29 percent, where it would remain until a
re-urbanizing of the press began in the 1830s. (See Tables 4, 5, 6,
7, 9a.) This decentralization of the press in the 1790s was of real
importance. Newspapers became more accessible to a county-
centered rural audience, bringing state and national information
to them, and providing a minimal forum for local debate and elec-
tioneering.

The explosive expansion of press volume and distribution in
the 1790s thus formatively reshaped public communications in the
new republic. But was this a national deliberative public sphere?
Were voters throughout the nation offered equivalent diversity of
opinion? Obviously not. Indeed, rather than a pervasive partisan-
ship, it is regionalism that stands out. These changes unfolded
within a broader regional pattern dividing northern from south-
ern states, and Mid-Atlantic from all other regions. As during the
Revolution, the New England and the Mid-Atlantic states were
increasingly well-supplied with newspapers relative to free popu-
lation in 1790 and 1800, while the South lagged behind. In the
northern states in 1800 there was typically one newspaper per
fifteen to eighteen thousand free population; in the South there

52. David H. Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism: The Federalist Party in the
Em of Jeffersonian Detnocracy (New York: Harper and Row, 1965), 131; Pasley, ^The Tyranny
of Printers,' 105-75,
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TABLE 4

PRESS VOLUME AND CENTRALIZATION BY STATE AND REGION, I 79O

Free

Maine

Vermont

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

NEW ENGLAND

New York "

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

MID-ATLANTIC

Maryland

Delaware

Virginia

No. Carolina

So. Carolina

Georgia

Kentucky

Tennessee

SOUTH

United States

Total
Nevs-
papers

2

2

6
12

9
4

iS

13
20

2

35

9
2

9
X

2

2

X

o
26

96

/Paper

48,000

42,000

24,000

32,000

26,000

17,000

29,000

25,000

21,000

86,000

26,000

24,000

25,000

51,000

293,000

71,000

27,000

6z,ooo

50,000

34,000

Papers in
leading

town

1

I

2

5
2

2

14

7
12

I

20

2

2

3
I

2

I

I

46

100%

50%

33%
42%
22%

50%

40%

54%

60%

50%

57%

22%

100%

33%
100%

100%

50%

100%

46%

48%

Bold = State or region at or better than national average

"ñipers in leading town": a measure of press centralization

SOURCES: North,/I Century of Paptäatioa Grmcth, 3 i - j6 ; 1790 Federal Census
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might be one paper for every twenty-seven thousand, and this
limited southern press was often located (in the colonial pattern)
in a capital town. The spread of newspapers into the interior towns
was especially notable in the Mid-Atlantic: New York, and Penn-
sylvania stand out as making sharp breaks with the colonial pat-
tern. While in the ensuing decades the southern press would be-
come more decentralized, its relative lower volume per free
population would be a fixture for the next forty years, with power-
ful implications for the relationship of the press to southern politics.

Local partisan competition did not necessarily follow expan-
sion. By 1800 American newspapers had grown in numbers and
were being published outside the seaport towns, but they were
not yet facing local competition. Only four states had equal num-
bers of newspapers affiliated with F"ederalists and the Repub-
licans. (See Table 5.) This political segmentation reached into the
towns, as well, for very few localities had competitive presses in
1800. For example, in Massacbusetts in 1800 only Boston, Salem,
and Worcester had competing papers, while ten other towns had
a single local paper. In New York, only New York City and Albany
had competing papers, with twenty other towns having only a sin-
gle paper, only one of which was Republican. In these circum-
stances, competing political views had to be imported from other
places, a luxury only accessible to the relatively prosperous gen-
try. Only Pennsylvania—the hinge of the 1800 election—stands
out as having a balanced state-wide press, with competing papers
in eight out of seventeen towns with newspapers.5î And only
Pennsylvania—so often correctly noted as the exemplar of
American partisanship—had both an above average volume of
newspapers per population and a statewide balance between
Federalist and Republican papers.

This regional picture shifted slightly and perhaps intensified by
1810, after a decade of ebb and flow of partisanship, as Jefferson
and James Madison basked in their successes, especially the

53. Data from Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism, 413-23.
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TABLE 5

PRESS VOLUME, CENTRALIZATION, AND PARTISANSHIP

BY STATE AND REGION IN I 8OO

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut

Rhode Island

NEW ENGLAND

New York

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

MID-ATLANTIC

Total
News-
papers
(Lee)

S
7

12

2 1

18

7
70

37

44

7
88

Free
Pop./
Paper

30,000

22,000

15,000

20,000

14,000

10,000

18,000

15,000

14,000

28,000

15,000

Total
NeiBs-
papety

(Fischer)

4
5

I I

19
16

7
62

30

34
6

70

Papers in
leading
tow?i#

3
I

3
5
3
4

19

7

7
2

16

75%
2 0 %

2 7 %

2 6 %

1 9 %

75%
3 1 %

2 3 %

2 0 %

33%
2 3 %

Party-
identified

newspapers
Fed:

4
3
9

J3

13

5
47

16

13

3
32

Rep

0

I

I

5

3
2

12

5

' 3

3
2 1

Dist. of Columbia

Ohio

Maryland

Delaware

Virginia

No. Carolina

So. Carolina

Georgia

Kentucky

Tennessee

Mississippi

CORE SOUTH

United States

10

2

26

8

7
5
4
2

I

1,000

13,000

23,000
29,000

21,000

43,000

29,000

21,000

45,000

46,000

6,000

27,000

14
4

21

10

6

5
4
2

I

67

4
2

4

3

4

2

2

I

I

23

50%

28%

50%

19%

30%

66%

40%

50%

50%

100%

34%

7

2

11

I

3
2

4
I

o

31

234 19,000 201 59 29% 103 64

Bold = State or region at or better than national average

it For 1800 thecolujnn of "Papen in leading toivn" is calculated fivm Fischer's list,

ivbich includes a total of 201 rather than 2^4 papers

SOURCES: Tiaial newspapers hy siaie: Lee, Daily Ncu'ipapn; 711
Party identifica don and location; Dxvid H.
7Í Í Ftderalist Piirty in ibc Era ofjtjfenoniiin Dem
(Note: Jeffrey Pasley h:is identified Si Rtpuhli
rflble acate-hy-state ^c-ana¡)•si^ of the FeJeralis
See 'Tht Tyranny of Printers': Neuispaptr Pulilics
Virginia Press, looij, 407-y.)
Population: itJoo Federal C^nsu.s

:hcr. Rfi'olutian of American Consmatism:
iy (New York: Ilarjicrand Row, 1965), IJI

an papers in puhlicaticin in 1800; without a nimpa
paptrs. I havt decided to use l''islier's data here.
'I tht Early Republic [C^harlottesviUe: t'nii'ersity of
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Louisiana Purcbase, and tben faced an explosion of Federalist op-
position tbrougbout tbe Nortb after the Embargo of 1807. Tbe
general level of press volume grew at tbis time, but at a slower
pace than during the formative 1790s. (See Tables 1-3.) Develop-
ments reflected the reversal of political fortunes from the 1790s,
as Jefferson used the powers of patronage voted by the Federalists
in 1799 to support Republican papers, and Federalists in turn
sponsored stridently partisan papers to challenge the Republi-
cans.''"* The result was a narrowing, but not a reversing ofthe gap
in the number of papers identified with Federalists and Repub-
licans. (See Table 6.) The most dramatic changes came in New
York, followed by Vennont, Maryland, and Rbode Island, where
the growth of Federalist or Republican papers brought these four
states into roughly the same profile of press volume and partisan
competition as Pennsylvania. The example of New York was par-
ticularly striking; in 1800 only two New York counties had had
competing presses, compared to nineteen counties in 1810.

But if by 1810 the greater part ofthe mid-Atlantic region had
developed a dynamic and competitive partisan press, other re-
gions had not. Wth the exceptions of Vermont and Rhode Island,
New England remained dominated by a Federalist press, and the
failure of Republican papers to develop brought a temporary re-
gional decline in the ratio of newspapers to population. Except
for Maryland, on the edge of the mid-Atlantic, and Georgia, the
southern states continued to have relatively few papers per free
population. As New England was dominated by a Federalist press,
the south was dominated by a Republican press. But in three
states, Delaware, Virginia, and South Carolina, even the number
of Republican papers fell relative to fi-ee population. In Vu-ginia a
striking number of Jeffersonian papers founded in the late
1790s—the Frede ricks burg Genius of Liberty, the Winchester
Triumph of Liberty^ and the Staunton Scourge of Aristocracy—

54. Fischer, The Revolution of American Conservatism, 129-49; Smith, Press, Patronage, and
Birty, 39-48.
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TABLE 6

73

PRESS VOLUME, CENTRALIZATION, AND PARTISAN COMPETITION

BY STATE AND REGION, 181O

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island
NEW ENGLAND

New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey
MID-ATLANTIC

Dist. of Col.

Ohio
Indiana
Michigan
MID-WEST

Maryland
Delaware
Virginia
No. Carolina
So. Carolina
Georgia
Kentucky
Tennessee
Mississippi
CORE-SOUTH

Louisiana
Missouri
LOUISIANA PUR

Total
News-
papers

8

15
12

12

7
78

67

73
8

148

6

14
I

I

16

2 1

3

23
1 0

1 0

13

17
6

4
107

1 0

I

. II

Free
Pop./
Paper

28,000

14,000

18,000

19,000

22,000

11,000

19,000

14,000

11,000

29,000

13,000

3,000

16,000

12,000

5,000

15,000

13,000

23,000

25,000

39,000

22,000

11,000

19,000

36,000

6,000

21,000

4,000

17,000

53,000

Papers in
leading
toumtt

3
3
3
7
3
3

22

14
2 0

2

36

6

4
I

I

6

I I

3
3
3
5

•• 4

• ' 4

2

4
39

1 0

I

n

37%
2 0 %

2 5 %

2 9 %

2 5 %

4 2 %

2 8 %

2 0 %

2 7 %

2 5 %

2 4 %

100%

2 8 %

100%

100%

37%

52%

100%

1 3 %

3 0 %

50%

3 0 %

2 3 %

33%
IQO%

36%

100%

100%

100%

Party-identified
newspapers

Fed:

5
9
8

15
1 0

4
5'

2 9

33
3

65

2

3

3

9
3
7
5
4

3
2

I

I

35

5

Afp;

3
6
2

8

I

3
23

27
28

5
6 0

3

8

8

I I

0

15

3
4
7

14

5
I

60

I

United States 16,000 117 3 1 % 161

Bold = State or region at or better than national average

SOURCES; Ncirth, Hislory ¡mdPresent CoaJHim. 1S-44
l8:oFedersl Census
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disappeared by 1803. An energetic partisan press had only limited
purposes here: with Federalist aristocracy successfully 'scourged'
and Jeffersonian liberty triumphant, that press faded away.55

These variations in the quantity and distribution of the press
overlapped with important qualitative distinctions in political
communication. Recently, historians have suggested that shifts in
language and rhetorical form marked the transition of the press
from republican consensus to partisan contest during the early re-
public. Andrew Robertson has argued that the 1800 election saw
the emergence of a 'hortatory style of political rhetoric' in the
press, in which appeals to the people to act in the political arena
were couched in an increasingly informal, popular style, drawing
its forms from the emerging commercial advertising printed on
the outer sheets of the newspapers. Looking at speech, rather than
newsprint, Kenneth Cmiel finds a similar transition but places it
later. Both Robertson and Waldstreicher emphasize the emer-
gence of new forms of political expression in print at 1800, but
Cmiei's argument is more consonant with a longer party period
approach. Cmiel describes a transition from a classical mode of
rational discourse and debate, closed to non-elite audiences, to a
boisterous, popular style, sacrificing deliberative depth for pop-
ulist impact that he sees entering all domains of language by the

Here there may have been significant regional variations.
Robertson suggests that the southern press maintained a lauda-
tory rhetoric, focusing on the virtues of candidates, officeholders,
and electorate at large, down to the Civil War, and never made
the transition to the populist, hortatory style of partisan rhetoric

55. Clarence S. Brigham, The Histoiy and Bibliography of American Newspapers, /(Í90-1Í20
(Worcester, Mass.: Ainerican Antiquarian Society, 1947), 2:1114, 1156-57, 1165.

56. Robertson, The Language of Denioamy, }6ñ; Kenneth Cmiel, Democratic Eloquence:
The Fight over Popular Speech in Nineteenth-Centiiry A?nerica (New York: William Morrow,
1990), 23-93; ^^'^ Fischer, The Revolution of American Conseifatisin, 129-48. See also
Thomas Gustafson, Representative Wordr. Politics, Literanire, and the American language.,
i'j-j&'i86^ (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 301-99; and A4ichael Schud-
son, 'Toward a Comparative History of Political Communication," Comparative Social
Research 11 (1989): 151-63.
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that dominated northern papers of all persuasions after 1800.57
The agents behind these rhetorical strategies were the editors,
and Pasley has demonstrated conclusively that two different styles
of editorship prevailed North and South. In the northern states,
newspapers increasingly were in the hands of young men of hum-
ble origins, with common school education but not classical train-
ing, men who saw political publication as a livelihood and an av-
enue to respectability. Southern editors were far more likely to be
gentlemen of classical education, who were far less likely to inject
a populist style into the public prints.5^ Such a sectional differ-
ence in editorial style was an essential corollary for the sectional
differences in press volume. A large amount of print reached a
large potential audience, an audience potentially separated from
the traditional channels of local politics, the traditional dialogue
between elites and electorates that Alan TuUy has discussed in
terms of an 'accessible oligarchy.'^^ Such audiences, increasingly
detached by mobility, were targeted by—and would respond
to—a hortatory, populist rhetorical style. Such seems to have
been increasingly the case in the northern states, led by
Pennsylvania and New York, after the crisis of 1798-1800. Lesser

57. Robertson, The Language of Democracy, xiv. See also Len Travers, Celebrating the
Fourth: Independence Day and the Rites of Nationalism in the Early Repul'lic (Amherst, Mass.:
University of Massachusetts Press, 1997), 145-62, and throughout for die distinctions
among Boston, Philadelphia, and Charleston. Waldstreicher has relatively little to say
about southern political culture, but see ¡n the Midst of Perpetual Fetes, 263-69.

58. Pasley, 'The 'tyranny of Pj-inters,' 19, 158-59, 259-64.
59. Alan Tully, FortningAmeiican Politia: ¡deals. Interests, and Institutions in Colonial New

York a/iii Penfisyh'ania (Bd\úmorc:}ohnsliop]ár\s University Press, 1994), 365—81. See also
Richard R. Beeman, 'Deference, Republicanism, and the Emergence of Popular Politics in
Eighteenth-Century America,' Witliam and Maiy Quaiterly 3d. ser. 49 (1992); 401-30,
WilliamJ. Cooper, Liberty and Slaveiy: Southern Politics to 1S60 (New York: Afretl A. Knopf,
1983), 43-46, 114-19; J. Mills Thornton, Politics ajid Pou-er in a Slave Society: ALibama,
¡800-1S60 (Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Press, 1978), 142-62. The dis-
tinct differences in regional press production have deep colonial roots, which are surveyed
in the graphs in Hugh Amory and David D. Hall, eds., The Colonial Book in the Atlatitic
World, 507-8, 510-11. Striking as they are, these estimates of total print production show
a far weaker presence ¡n the press in the early South if they are controlled for the total free
population. Recalculated relative to free population, the presses in New England and the
Mid-Atlantic produced seven to eight times more imprints than those in the South.
Southern readers seem to have made up for some of the deficit by importing Ixjoks from
Great Britain at a little less than half the rate for the northern c<ilonies, again controlling
fur free population. For data, see The Colonial Book in the Atlantic World, 514.
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amounts of print, couched in relatively conservative, classical,
laudatory rhetoric, particularly in regions of lower literacy, meant
that newspapers would be vehicles not of popular but of elite mo-
bilization, read by gentry leaders who would then communicate
selectively with their neighborhood electorates. Such seems to
have been the case in much of the North before the end of the
1790s and in much of the South well into the next century.

Thus the emergence of press partisanship during the First
Party era took the form of a mosaic rather than a wave. The de-
gree to which a transition to partisanship occurred was shaped by
the configurations of state and national politics in the three great
regions and the ways in which these configurations shaped the
struggle for the patronage of government printing contracts and
postmasterships.^°

New England's Federalist-dominated press was critically shaped
by its relationship to stable Federalist state governments and po-
litical cultures struggling with the Republican national adminis-
tration. The role of the Federalist press was to rally the people in
a cultural revival against the Jeffersonians, and in this regard it
was quite successful.*̂  ̂  '

The political press in the greater mid-Atlantic, in both its ur-
ban and small-town manifestations, was shaped by a far more
complex configuration in which urban commerce and contests
between Republican factions allowed the Federalists and their
press to survive and grow on the political margins, occasionally
forging strategic statewide alliances, and sniping at the national
administration/^ These circumstances, and a tradition of politi-
cal contest and pluralism running deep into the colonial past, fu-

60. Smith, The Press, Patronage, and Politia; John, Spreading the News, 25-168.
61. James M. Banner, To the Hartford Convention: The Federalists and the Origins of Party

Politia in Massachusetts, /y^j i -z í / j (New York: Alfretl A. Knopf, 1970); Travers, Celebrating
the Fourth, 191-99; Waldstreicher, 7n the Midrt of Perpetual Petes, 251-67.

61. Formisano, 'Parties Yes, System, No,' in Kleppner et al., The Evolution of American
MiticalSystems, 51-55; Lee Benson, Joel H. SÜbey, and Phyllis F. Field, 'Toward a Theory
of Stability and Change in American Voting Patterns: New York State, 1792-1970,' in
Silbey ct al., eds., The History ofAinerican Political Behavior (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 1978), 83-91.
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eled the largest and most diverse political press in the early repub-
lic. It is in Pennsylvania and New York that popular partisanship
had its earliest manifestations.

Circumstances were quite different from those prevailing
across most of the South and the West, where one result of
broadly shared agrarian interests and a relative consonance be-
tween Republican state and national governments was that the
press did not emerge as a primary means by which parties could
mobilize the population. John Nerone has been particularly insis-
tent that the transition to a partisan press was far more limited
than the traditional accounts would suggest. Certainly this persis-
tence of a consensual republican form of press seems to have been
the case for Ohio, which he has studied carefully, and for much of
the south and southwest into the r82os.̂ ^ In effect, if the various
competitive configurations of politics in the northern states es-
tablished the beginnings of a partisan press, such was not the case
with the one-party dominance by the Jeffersonians. The occa-
sional factional feuds that broke the harmony of southern pohtics
before 1815 were never enough to encourage the growth of a par-
tisan press. In short, a partisan press developed in much of the
North, as party and faction competed for the public's attention,
but the press in early national southern politics retained some-
thing of the character of the classical eighteenth-century public
sphere, a traditional and closed vehicle of communication and de-
bate among the literate gentry.

Clearly, then, there were important preconditions for closure
rather than accessibility in political print in the first decades ofthe
nineteenth century. The lack of real partisan print competition in
most states was accompanied by ongoing official efforts to sup-

6 j . John Nerone, The Ctdture ofthe Press in the Early Republic, 99-178. See also Emil
Pocock, '"A Candidate I'll Surely Be": Election Practices in Early Ohio, 1798-1825,' in
Jeffrey P. Brown and .Andrew R. L. Cayton, eds., Tbe Pursuit of Power: Political Culture in
Obio, i-¡Sj-¡fi6i (Kent, Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1994), 56-67; for a southern
example, see Harry L. W'iXson, Jacksonian Politics and Community Conflict: The Emergence of
the Second American Party System in Cumberland County, Nortb Carolina (Baton Rouge, La.;
Louisiana State University Press, 1981), 60-81.
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press it. In spite of their challenge to the Sedition Act, the Jeffer-
sonians showed signs of continuing the eighteenth-century legal
interpretation of seditious libel, as attested by Jefferson's acquies-
cence to 'a few wholesome prosecutions' of Federalist printers. In
the end, these cases did mark the end of government efforts to
punish the opposition press, but they also underlined the limits
on political communication that could be tolerated in the early
republic. "̂4

But if Jefferson and Madison eventually came to ignore die
Federalist press that harassed them across much of the North,
they could do so from a strong position in print. Their powers of
patronage, handed down to them by the Federalists, allowed the
Republicans to nurture a new generation of court papers, in par-
ticular the National Intelligencer. Founded by Saniuel Harrison
Smith in 1801 and published from 1807 by Joseph Gales, Jr., and
William W. Seaton, the Intelligencer became a permanent fixture
on the American political scene, serving as the officiai adminis-
tration organ through 1824 and surviving until the Civil War.
Starting with contracts from Jefferson, this paper 'operated nearly
at the will of the executive officers' under Madison; during the
1820s the editors then lost their executive patronage by support-
ing first William Crawford in 1824 and John Quincy Adams in
1828. One of the critical services the Intellige?icer supplied was in
recording the affairs of Congress and then allowing Congressmen
to edit their notes before publication. This 'Buncombe' system,
giving editor and politician joint roles as gatekeepers over the na-
tion's affairs, perpetuated the tradition of the printed 'circular let-
ter,' in which Congressmen presented themselves to their con-
stituents in the hest possible light. '̂' In both its reputation for

64. Levy, Legacy of Suppression, 296-307, and Jefferson and Civil Liberties: The Darker Side
(New York; Quadrangle, 1963), 57-69; Schudson, The Good Citizen, 69-77. Most recendy,
Pasley, in 'The Tyranny of Printers,^ esp. 274-84, argues convincingly ¿lat the Republicans
were half-hearted in their prosecutions for libels, compared with Federalist efforts,

65. Leonard, Power of the Press, 63-80; the Buncomhe system was named when a repre-
sentative told Congress to ignore his comments on the Missouri Compromise, as he
merely spealdng 'for Buncombe,' his constituents in his home county. The 1840 census
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authoritative information and its symbiotic relationship with both
executive iand legislative branches, the National Intelligencer WAS a
powerful model for the political press in the early republic. It was
a model that defined by its very authority the boundaries of the
political terrain***̂  and it would serve both to be emulated and to
be overcome.

! POLITICS AND THE PRESS TO THE LOG CABIN:

A 'GENERAL CRISIS'?

The dominant position of the National hnelUgencer fi-om 1801
epitomized the subtie closure of the politics of the early republic:
while real party competition emerged in a few northern states, the
general rule was single-party dominance. But the period fi^om the
mid-i82os through 1840 brought the accelerating emergence of
competitive party pohtics, and both party period and press histo-
rians have stressed the formative role of the antebellum party press
in organizing and linking state parties and in building turnout.'^''

The primacy of the Intelligencer and the hegemony of the Jef-
fersonian Republicans provided an essential point of departure
for the antebellum configuration of political communications. In
great measure, the Jeffersonian press, nurtured over a quarter-
century of Republican dominance, would provide the essential
background for political print in the coming decades. Men ex-
perienced in the Federalist press, defeated, disillusioned, and
starved for support, would move into other arenas, and in so doing
would contribute formatively to the pluralizing of print and the
public sphere.

suggests that one paper in Buncombe County served a section of almost ten mountain
counties on North Carolina-Tennessee border, an indication that constituents might not
be likely to receive different versions of a speech in (xmgress.
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Strikingly, Jeffersonian backgrounds provided the key experi-
ence for the leading political editors of all persuasions during the
1820s. Thus, if John Quincy Adams had support from a few for-
mer Federalists, he also had the support of a number of former
Jeffersonian editors, including John Binns, Joseph Gales, Sr.,
Hezekiah Niles, and John H. Pleasants. At the other extreme, al-
though Andrew Jackson's editors were often younger men and he
also received the support of the Federalist New York Evening Post,
most of his leading editors—united in the 1828 election through
the efforts of Martin Van Buren—had been Jeffersonian stalwarts
or had begun their careers with Republican papers. They were
Edwin Croswell, Isaac Hill, Thomas Ritchie, Amos Kendall,
William J. Duane, John Norvell.*^^ Even among the Whigs,
Federalist experience may have been a liabihty."^^ The key figure in
the emergence of a popular Whig press in the 1830s, Thurlow
Weed, had his beginnings among New York Republicans of the
Clintonian persuasion. With Horace Greeley, whose beginnings
had been in New England Federalism, Weed paid tribute to tra-
dition by naming a key early Whig paper The JeffersoniimJ°

In effect, Republican hegemony after 1800 shaped the ground
for the political press after 1824, and in this context the tradition
of the court paper lived on, supported by the aspirations of edi-
tors to rise to the national preeminence of the bitelligencer and of
presidents to have a dependable vehicle for their administrations'
views. Thus Adams made the National Journal his official paper in

68. Papers discussed in Smith, The Press, Politia, and Patronage, 56-69; politics checked
against S. N. D. North, History and Present Condition of the Newspaper and Periodical Press of
the United States ... (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1884) 38-44, com-
pared with Brigham, History and Bibliogniphy, and various sources. See Shaw Livennore,
The Twilight of Federalism: The Disintegration of the Federalist Party. ¡Ht^-tH^n (Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1962), 253; Robert V. Remini, Martin Van Buren and the
Makingof the Democratic Party {New YaT\i:C(i\\imh\i University Press, 1959), 130-33, and
The Flection of Andrew yacksov (New Yi)rk: Lippincott, 1963), 76-80,

69. Livermore, The Twilight of Federalis??t, 260-61; Daniel Walker Howe, The Political
Culture of the American Whigs {Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1979), 90, 198.

70. Lee, Avterican Journalisnt, 207; Glyndon Q. Van Deusen, Thurtow Weed: Wizard of
the Lobby (Boston: Little, Brown, and Co., 1947), 11-21, and Horace Greeley: Nineteenth-
C C a i i e r (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1953), i3-i4> 38-39.
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1825, and from this model Jackson patronized Duff Green's Uni-
ted States Telegraph, until Green's support for John C. Calhoun as
Jackson's successor impelled him to set up Frank Blair as the edi-
tor of the Washington Globe. From 1831 to 1841 Blair's Globe
would be the official voice of the Democratic administration, as
well as the de facto recorder of Congress.^^ With the Globe, a sys-
tem of press politics building since Jefferson's election came to
perfection. Newspapers throughout the country were linked to
the party hne in a hierarchy of contract and patronage emanating
from the center, as the administration newspaper dictated the
themes to be conveyed to the readership. Such a system drew
upon the informal pattern of borrowing news items and informa-
tion from other papers in the exchange system that had been a
fixture since the beginning of the colonial press. In 1829 Jackson's
administration worked to strengthen this system, not only with
printing patronage and postmasterships, but with a host of other
patronage posts: naval agents, land office managers, and customs
collectors among them.7^ The result was to eliminate tlie boundary
between press and government, perhaps more effectively than the
Federalists had dreamed possible. Jacksonian impulses both con-
trasted with and echoed Federalist impulses: the underlying psy-
chology was of individual reward, but the result was intended to
be a harmonious commonality. In effect, Jackson, as a classical re-
publican, was attempting to reassert the monolithic, eighteenth-
century public sphere, sailing or marginalizing contrary voices.

While lacking access to national patronage, the National
Republicans and Whigs used the same means of establishing a
uniform national party line as the Democratic press machine:
clipping and pasting articles and editorials from leading papers via
the complex system of newspaper exchanges. The effect on both
sides was—in Thomas Leonard's assessment—one of 'numbing
uiuforniity.'73 The content of the partisan press in the age of

71. Smith, The Press, Politia, and Patronage, 73-81, 114-49.
72. Smith, TAf Press, Politics, and Patronage, 82-99; Leonard, The Ptmer of the Press, 167.
73. Leonard, ñrwerofthe Press, 167.
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Jefferson, but more particularly Jackson, was extremely limited
and controlled. In great measure the parties sought to contain the
reach of American political contests, and the press was a vehicle
for that containment. The partisan editors worked to open the
doors of political party, but only to white men, and only on terms
that the gatekeepers themselves had set.

Challenges to the hegemony of the Jacksonian-era party press
came from a variety of sources, and many of these ran back to
Federalist antecedents in the public sphere. Displaced and ex-
cluded from formal politics, and given to a sense of broader moral
authority, many editors in the Federalist orbit gravitated into are-
nas of public life conceded by the party press. The result was that
Federalist culture and experience provided a background to im-
portant departures in public life in the 1820s that played a key
role in the increasing complexity of the American public sphere.
Here a diversion out of politics into new civil arenas would have
critical implications for the definitions of'political.'74

In the briefest of summaries, these arenas can be described as
commercial, benevolent, cultural, and reformist. Commercial
news was indeed one of the oldest forms of print, but after the
War of 1812 it took on a political implication by exclusion; in the
face of rancorous Republican politics, the commercial press ofthe
larger cities set the stage for a broader withdrawal of northern ur-
ban elites from politics by minimizing party news.''̂  While Fed-
eralist commerce attempted to ignore national politics, so too an
explosive growth of a benevolent press aimed at reforming Amer-
ican life and reviving Protestant religion was built on Federalist
money and driven by the energies of Federalist clergy. The vari-
ous bible and tract societies founded in and after 1809 produced

74. Though these books do not make exactly this argument, I have profited from read-
ing Ronald J. Zboray, /( Fictive People: Antebelltmi Econojiiic Development and the American
Reading Ptiblic (New York: Oxford University Press, 1993), and Remer, Printers and Men of
Capital in this context. In the largest framework, see Paula Baker, 'The Domestication of
Politics: Women and American Polidcai Society, jySo-içio,' Afnerican Historical Review
89 (1984): 620-47.

75. Of course, the Federalists had politicized commerce from the beginning, with the
Jay Treaty, the Embargo, and the war itself.
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milhons of pages of printed material and in the 1830s were among
the earliest to adopt the new, steam, mass-printing technology.^^
One departure from the domain of this benevolent empire was
cultural, as epitomized by Ralph Waldo Emerson and the lyceum
movement and anticipated by journals of Federalist belles lettres,
most notably Joseph Dennie's Port-Folio J"^ Other newspapers and
their editors were radically reformist, most importantly William
Lloyd Garrison whose abolitionism as expressed in The Liberator
was firmly grounded in Federalist roots, and the American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions initiative to the Chero-
kee, which led to the establishment of the Cberokee PhoenixJ^
Middle-class moral reformers, with a growing allied body of dis-
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America,' Journal of the Early Republic 15 (1995), 241-73; 'Free Grace, Free Books, and
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enfranchised voices, formed a great part of the pluralist explosion
battling to shape content in the public sphere by the Ï830S.

Two other avenues toward a more plural press were grounded
in third-party politics. The vigorous, if short-lived, Workingmen's
Party in New York City contributed to the emergence of the pop-
ular penny press. Openly hostile to both the party press and the
commercial press, the new penny press was aimed at selling news
to a popular audience, and it competed to introduce innovations
to f\iel sales, including local crime reporting, as in its coverage of
the Helen Jewett murder case of 1835.̂ 9 Despite, or perhaps be-
cause of, their declared contempt for parties, the New York
penny-press editors were the first to support reporters in Wash-
ington, who were independent of the patronage/contract nexus.
By the late 1830s, the gate-keeping role of the party editors was
being undermined; politicians could no longer be sure that they
would control what the people in 'Buncombe County' would
hear. From these beginnings of comprehensive and competitive
reporting, the American public began to get increasingly detailed
and timely information on public affairs. From the mid-i83os,
then, Americans began to find in their newspapers an accessible
style, plurality of opinion, and quality of deliberative content that
they had never seen before.^°

Antimasonry comprised a second avenue toward the restruc-
turing of the press, in this case leading back toward partisanship.
Here editors seeking an audience in the indeterminate factional-
ism of the late 1820s found a cultural movement upon which to

79. Schudson, Discovering the News, 12-60; Schiller, Objectivity and the News: The Public
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build a party.^' The result was a flurry of party papers which—in
many regions—broke the residual hegemony of Federalist or
Republican tradition. In New York State, Antimasonry as a party
was grounded in the political-print aspirations of Thurlow Weed,
who used local fears of Masonic conspiracy as a vehicle for edito-
rial advancement against the rigid structure of Martin Van
Buren's Regency. Van Buren's patronage would turn the press,
which 'ought to be free as air and fearless as virtue,' Weed wrote
in one of the first issues his Rochester Atiti-Masojiic Enquirer, into
'the muzzled organ of faction and the tamed beast of burden of
demagogues.'^^ Weed's Enguirer was one of the first of more than
one hundred newspapers that were founded upon or moved over
to Antimasonic principles, each serving briefly as a public voice,
indeed the material manifestation, of an aspiring third party.^* By
1830 Weed had moved to Albany to establish the Evening Journal,
and in 1834 he used this vehicle to draw together the various anti-
Jacksonian movements in New York State into the Whig Party.
Late in 1837 Weed recruited Horace Greeley, who was struggling
to put out a small literary magazine in New York City, to edit the
Jefferyonian. Greeley developed a blend of the popular penny-press
with the Whig's party press in his 1840 campaign paper. The Log
Cabin, and then in the New York Tribune, which was established
early in 1841; these would be critical vehicles of a mature party in
opposition to the Democrats.^**

Before the Whig triumph in the Log Cabin campaign, the
country endured a second drama over political communications.
Echoing the crisis of the late 1790s over the emergence of a par-
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tisan opposition press, the mid-i83os saw a massive reaction to
the plurahzing of the press and of the public sphere. The focal
point of this crisis was the abolitionists' printed challenge to sla-
very. In the South, papers that hinted at emancipation were
forced to close, suspected abolitionist agents were lynched, and
abohtionist pamphlets were burned with the approval of Amos
Kendall, Jackson's postmaster general. John Nerone has docu-
mented over 140 cases of anti-abolitionist violence, mostly in the
North in the 1830s; among these were riots in Boston, Utica,
New York, and Cincinnati targeting abolitionist lecturers, edi-
tors, and presses. The most notorious was the 1837 murder of
Elijah Lovejoy, killed in Alton, Illinois, defending his antislavery
Ohseix'cr. This was the context in which John Quincy Adams
made his stand against the Gag Rule, which involved the right of
northerners to submit petitions to Congress—petitions that were
printed up in vast numbers. Abolitionist opinion was not the only
target in this explosive era: the Bank of the United States, African-
Americans, Mormons, and Catholics were all targets of a wave of
rioting fi-om the 1820s until well into the 1840s. Attempts to sup-
press the abolitionist message thus were grounded in a broader
sense of unease with the way in which the shape of the public
arena was changing in the 1830s. With the simultaneous explo-
sion of steam-driven printing and of new voices for immediate so-
cial and cultural reform, traditional assumptions about the access
to and content of the public sphere were suddenly undermined.
The world of print had been dominated by white men talking
about politics as defined by partisan editorial gatekeepers; now
this stable, closed world suddenly changed with the appearance of
previously excluded people and voices. After 1827, beginning
with John Russwurm's Fre€dom''s Jownal^ David Walker's Appeal,
and contributions to Garrison's The Liberator, these had included
the voices of free blacks. As Leonard Richards has demonstrated,
opposition to abolitionists, in particular, was led by the estab-
lished gatekeepers: local party leaders, lawyers, and merchants,
who were threatened by challenges to their preeminence in both
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civil and economic Ufe.^ Ironically, one can see similar motives at
work in the 1840 'Moral War,' in which conservative urban dailies
attempted to stigmatize and destroy James Gordon Bennett, the
popular penny-press editor, who himself had given voice to anti-
abolitionist sentiment in his New York Herald.^^'

The expansion and reconfiguration of print communication in
the 1830S—and the violent and political attacks against these de-
velopments—must be seen as a 'general crisis' in American public
life.**̂  The traditional model of journalism history, framing this
period as a transition from a partisan to a plural press, fails to cap-
ture the extent of this crisis. Certainly a partisan mode of press had
emerged in the 1790s, but it did not sweep the country immedi-
ately, nor did it fade into insignificance in the i83os.̂ ** Equally im-
portandy, it was in the mid-to-late 1830s, exactly as the countiy
was exploding with violence against new voices in public life, that
a fully structured and competitive, national, two-party system took
shape, fijnctioning for the first time in the 1840 election. And the
onset of this party period came in the context of an increasingly
complex, plural print culture, one that for the first time gave equal
public voice to partisans, dissidents, and the disengaged.

This perspective, with the party period approach, sees the en-
tire era fi-om the 1790s into the 1830s as a complex interminghng
of incomplete forms, with eighteenth-century classical assump-
tions, institutions, and behavior competing in an awkward tension
with those of a nine teenth-century liberal democracy. Any system
of labels risks a teleological oversimplification, but we might
think ofthe entire period from the 1780s to the early 1830s as one
of republican nation building, closing a long, early-modern pe-
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riod dating back at least to the seventeenth century. But the
themes of the party period interpretation fail to capture the com-
plexities of the configuration of public, print, and politics emerg-
ing in the late 1830s. I would suggest that a 'general crisis' of the
1830S marked the begi?ini?ig of a modern era shaped by democra-
tic pluralism, defined not simply by the rise of enduring party
competition but by the wider and more fundamental 'transforma-
don of the public sphere.' This transformation was from classical
forum to liberal marketplace, from the freeholders' common-
wealth toward universal participation. The motor of this transi-
tion was the commercializing of the public sphere, to which
Jürgen Habermas objected so infiuentially in The StrticturalTrans-
formation.^'^ But commercialization had its virtues. In effect, the
reading public became a free market in which editors—still gate
keeping, but with lots of competition—had to sell their wares.
The entire reading public became drawn into the process of as-
sessing public affairs, though the discrepancies between these
post-republican reading and voting publics was not to be settled
for at least eighty years.^" Certainly the Jeffersonian, Federalist,
and Jacksonian presses had been appealing to the voting public
for decades, but it was the innovations of the penny papers, trans-
muted into a new kind of popular political press by the likes of
Horace Greeley, and the accelerating diversity of the print offer-
ing in general, that effected a qualitative change in tone and ap-
proach.9^ The press was available and accessible, and it was be-
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Democratic

I I

.2
• .ÎP

«8

National/Whig

10

5
14

X0X
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ginning to treat the voter as an active participant in the process.
The 1840 presidential campaign marked the beginning of a na-
tional experience with a mass press and mass politics, in which
— for better or worse—voters were treated as interested, individ-
ual consumers in a marketplace of political readership—a funda-
mental reconfiguration of the classical public sphere of virtuous
fi-eeholders.'^' But if many of those political readers became con-
victed partisans, others—with many of the female disenfran-
chised—were disengaged or even dissident. Modes of'the politi-
cal' were multiplying in this epoch of transformation.

POLITICS AND PRESS IN THE ERA OF THE LOG CABIN;

THE PERSISTENCE OF REGION

Perhaps this is the whole story. But how national was this reshap-
ing of the classical public sphere into a plural marketplace of
opinion? My summary so far leaves no room for regional differ-
ence, and neither does the party period model, envisioning a gen-
eral modernization of politics and communications that moved
the country in a series of steps into a national system. Building on
the McCormick synthesis of the opening of the Second Party
System, the party period understanding has been that the se-
quential organization of nationally integrated state parties drove
up voter participation and identification and that editors and their
newspapers were the critical vehicles linking electorate with
party. Political participation required access to print, according to
the party period interpretation, and this symbiosis was well estab-
lished by 1840. It may not, however, have been that simple.

These papers are listed in William Miles, comp., The People's Voice: An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy ofAmeiican Presidential Campaign Newspapers, ¡828-1984 {Westport, Conn.: Green-
wood Press, 1987), 1-53.

92. In thinking aboiit a general crisis in the 1830s and the transition from a politics of
republican natiun-building to one of a democratic pluralist market place, we may want to
Iceep in mind tho periodicity suggested hy Jonathan C. D. Clark in The Language of Liberty,
1660-18^2: Political Discourse and Social t)yna7nics in the Anglo-American World {Hevj York:
C^anibridge University Press, 1994), and the controversial perspective of a 'market revolu-
tion,' conceptualized as a reshaping of the public sphere. See Charles Seller, The Market
Revolution: Jacksonian America, ¡81^-1846 (New York: Oxford University Press, I99r).
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From the 1824 election forward, national voting data and rea-
sonably comprehensive statistics on the press allow a test of a press-
mobilization/party period model. Measures of voter turnout and
party competition for key elections can be compared with aggre-
gate measures of engagement with print: the number and location
of newspapers and printing offices, literacy rates and numbers of
children in school. These comparisons suggest that we need to re-
consider our assumption of a direct linkage between antebellum
political participation and the expanding realm ot print. Indeed,
this evidence suggests that rather than moving together in a sin-
gle, integrated system, political communications and political parti-
sanship varied significantly by region, and more importantly, by
section. As Paul Bourke and Donald DeBats have put it, 'if not sep-
arate worlds, the North and the South were different polities."^'

The 1824 election, the first for which comparable national
turnout figures are available, provides a baseline for a regional
comparison. Fstimated at roughly 27 percent of the national elec-
torate, turnout varied from a low of 21 percent in New England
and the Mid-Atlantic states to 30 percent and 34 percent in the
cis-Mississippi South and the Midwest. But these figures are the
inverse of the estimates of press volume, which has to be mea-
sured in terms of free population per newspaper. In 1828, these
respectively were roughly 9,600 in the Northeast, and 15-20,000
in the Midwest and South. Turnout varied widely from state to
state, depending on the regional appeal of Adams, Jackson, Clay,
and Crawford. The availability of a political press apparently bore
no relationship to the grander patterns of the 1824 election. (See
Tables 7a, 7b.)

The two subsequent pivotal elections of the era, 1828 and
1840, provide a detailed picture of the transition to structured,
two-party politics. But they also suggest that there were two quite
different systems of pohtical communication—Bourke and DeBats's

93. Paul Bourke and Donald DeBats, Washington County: Politics and Community in Ante-
Af¿HíK/4nímc/i (Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995), 11.
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'different polities'—at work in northern and southern states as the
party period emerged.

The essential themes of the 1828 election have long been seen
as mobilization of the press and a surging voter turnout. Strong
cadres of editors supported both Adams and Jackson. Jackson's
helped him obscure his position on tariffs and internal improve-
ments, and he won with a strong southern base and key support
in New York, Pennsylvania, and Ohio. In areas where the existing
newspapers were insufficient, supporters of both Jackson and
Adams established temporary campaign papers, typically com-
mencing publication in the spring or summer months and closing
their doors as soon as the election had passed. Focusing their ef-
forts, the Jackson forces established six of their eleven new cam-
paign newspapers in these three pivotal northern states, while
none was set up in the South, which they took for granted.94

The geographical distribution of the press must have had some
affect on turnout and competition when the voters went to the
polls in 1828, but this proposition is hard to demonstrate in ag-
gregate. The 1828 election brought a surge of estimated turnout,
up to 56 percent, from roughly 25 percent in 1824. But of the
eight states in which turnout doubled between 1824 and 1828,
only Pennsylvania had relatively high print volume, while five of
the ten states in which participation did not double also had high
levels of print availability. (See Table 7a.) The aggregate regional
picture shifted significantly between 1824 and 1828, as turnout in
the high-press Mid-Atlantic region jumped from about 22 per-
cent in 1824 to almost 70 percent in 1828, the Midwest from 34
percent to almost 72 percent. But even if turnout in the low-press
South was only 50 percent, it was still far higher than the 39 per-
cent in the relatively high-press New England states. (See Table
7b.) The states that fit the mobilization/modernization model of
high press volume, high turnout, and tight competition in the
1828 election were New York and Maryland, followed by Penn-

94. Miles, The People's Voice, i-6; Aldrich, Why Parties, 106-19.



TABLE 7A

PRESS VOLUME, CENTRALIZATION, AND THE I 8 2 4 AND

1 8 2 8 ELECTIONS, BY STATE AND REGION

Maine

Vermont

New Hampshire

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

1828
total

news-
papers

Qiewitt)

29

2 1

17

78

33
24

NEW ENGLAND 202

New York

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

MID-ATLANTIC

Dist.ofCol.

Ohio

Indiana

Illinois

Michigan

MID-WEST

Maryland

Delaware

Virginia

No. Carolina

So. Carolina

Georgia

Kentucky

Tennessee

Alabama

Mississippi

CORE-SOUTH

Louisiana

Missouri

Arkansas

LOUISIANA T.

Florida T.

United States

160

184

2 2

: 366

9

66

17

4
2

87

37

4

34
20

16

18

23
8

1 0

7
177

1 0

5
I

16

2

859

Free

pop.
/paper

1828-JO

14,000

13,000

16,000

8,000

9,000

4,000

10,000

12,000

7,000

14,000

10,000

4,000

14,000

20,000

39,000

16,000

17,000

9,000

18,000

2 2,000

25,000

17,000

17,000

23,000

68,000

19,000

12,000

20,000

11,000

23,000

25,000

16,000

10,000

13,000

1828
papers

in
leading

4

3

4

39

9
8

67

36

52

4

92

9

6

1

I

1

9

14

4
6

4

7

5
2

I

2

3
48

5
2

I

8

I

town

1 4 %

14%

23%

50%

32%

4 0 %

33/0

2 2 %

28%

1 8 %

2 5 %

100%

9%

6%

2 5 %

50%

1 0 %

38%

100%

1 8 %

2 0 %

44%
28%

9%

1 2 %

2 0 %

43/>

2 7 %

50%

4 0 %

100%

50%

50%

2 7 %

Estimated
voter turnout
in

1824

19.1%

L
18.0%

29.0%

14.9%

12.0%

21.7%

L

18.8%

35.6%

21.8%

34-8%

37.1%

Z4.3%

NA

343%

53.7%
L

11.6%

41.8%

L

L
25.4%

28.3%

49.1%

41-3%

30-3%

L
19.8%

NA

19.8%

26.9%

in
1828

42.7%

54-5%

74-3%
25.7%

27.2%

17.1%

39.0%

80.2%

56.5%
71.0%

69.8%

-

75-9%
68.7%

5^-4%
NA

71.8%

70.3%

L
27.7%

56.9%

L

31.8%

70.7%

55-o%
54.6%

56.6%

50.7%

36.2%

54.0%

NA

44.6%

—

57.6%

¡828
party
compt.
indexé

80.3

51.2

92.9
33.6

48.6

45 9
64.5

98.1

66.7

96.0
88.0

96.8
86.8

65.6

NA

92 3

98.0

L
62.3

53.8

L

6.4

88.8
9.6

20.3

37-9
57.8

94.2

58.2

NA

73.8

88.0

1S2H
campai^
papers:

Adams Jackson
1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Z

0

I

3

I

I

0

0

0

I

3
I

0

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

5

0

0

0

0

1 0

{Miles)

I

0

0

I

0

0

2

2

2

I

5

I

2

1

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

I I

Bold = at or better than national average; 1828 turnout: used ^0.0% cutoff

* Free population in 18^0 per newspaper in 1S28, expressed in tbotisands

"L": Legislature voted for presidential electors

# Index of party competition (index of 100. o would mean equal votes for each party; see note p7^.
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sylvania and Mississippi, with Maine, Virginia, and Georgia
fitting the model in the negative with low print volume and low
turnout. But most of the country lay somewhere in between, with
the three southern New England states having low turnout as well
as high press access, five states (four in the North) having the re-
verse; and six others (four in the South) having a moderate
turnout of roughly 50 percent despite low press access.

The competing camps in 1828 certainly saw print as crucial to
their efforts. In combination, of twenty-one temporary campaign
newspapers that the Adams and the Jackson camps launched in
1828, thirteen were in the six states that would have the highest
turnouts and tightest electoral margins. (See Table 7c.) If there is
a correlation, then they were filling a gap. As measured by Daniel
Hewett's 1828 list of newspapers, these intensely politicized,
high-turnout, high-competition states actually had fewer estab-
lished newspapers per fi^ee persons as of 1828 than did the major-
ity of states with lower turnout and competition.^5 Adding the
campaign papers to Hewett's list brings the six most intensely
politicized states up to the volume of print in the nine states with
a moderate turnout, but not to that of the six least politicized
states. These thirteen campaign papers may have heated the po-
litical climate in these closely contested states, but the eight de-
voted to Adams could not prevent a close aggregate victory for
Jackson. In sum, it is difficult to see in the 1828 election an obvi-
ous and direct relationship between the volume of the press on
the one hand and popular political participation on the other.

While the 1828 election brought national voter turnout to
roughly 50 percent, state contests between 1837 and 1839 and the
Log Cabin campaign of 1840 brought a second surge to roughly
78 percent and, with the 1844 election, represent the brief mo-
ment before the Civil War in which a national two-party compe-

95. Measured as free population in 1830 per newspaper listed in 'Daniel Hewett's List
of Newspapers and Periodicals in the United States in 1828,' Proceeding of the American
Antiquarian Society 44 (1934): 36-96.
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dtion clearly dominated the American political process.^^ But
even in these classic national elections the mobilization/modern-
ization model presents difficulties at the national level.

Specifically, turnout and competition—conditioned by region
—were associated with proxy measures of press access in different
ways. The Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social
Reform (ICPSR) electoral and census data are first available for
1840, and tiiey allow an analysis of political behavior by county
rather than by state-level aggregates.'•'̂  Consistently, the ICPSR
data for the 1840 and 1844 elections demonstrates that across the
country's more than 1,100 counties, local print availability was as-
sociated with party competition, but not with voter turnout. (See
Tables 8a and Bb.) In both years, low-turnout counties had fnore
newspapers than high-turnout counties; conversely, counties with
tight party competition had more newspapers than counties
where the parties were less competitive. Consistently, counties
with low turnout and high indexes of party competition had the
most newspapers, relative to free population, while counties with
high turnout and low party competition had relatively few news-
papers. Thus these data suggest that the press mobilization thesis

96. Michael Holt demonstrates in The Rise and Fall of the Whig Party: Jacksonian Politics
and the Onset of the Civil War (New Yorkr Oxford University Press, 1999), 60-K8, that the
expansion of electoral turnout usually attributed to the 1840 election actually developed in
the states between 1837 and 1839, in stniggles over economic policy and temperance.

97. The county-level data analyzed in Tables 8, 10, and 11 is from data sets provided
by the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research. The county voting
data the ICPSR electoral data set, and the data on economy, print, schools, and literacy are
from the ICPSR data sets for the 1840 and 1850 censuses. lam grateful to ICPSR for sup-
plying this data, and to Durwood Marshall of Tufts Academic Computing for assisting me
in getting it into shape.

I have used two measures of the intensity of party competition in the 1840 and 1844
elections for each state (Table 9b) and various regional and economic breakdowns of the
national data (Tables i ia and b). A general index of party competition is given for each
unit, an index figure in which the higher score means closer competition between two
competing parties. This figure is calculated as ioo.o minus the difïerence between each of
the two parties' percentage of the two-party vote total. For the method, see Chambers and
Davis, 'Party, Competition, and Mass Participation,' 179. I have also provided a second
measure of party competition in a percentage of counties in a given category that bad
higher party competition indexes than the national figure for that year. Turnout was cal-
culated using an estimate of all white men over the age of twenty-one as a denominator.
Here see Walter Dean Bumham, 'Those High Nineteenth Century American Turnouts:
Fact or Ticâon,' Jouryial of Interdisciplinary Histoty, 16 (1986); 613-44. Since there was no
popular vote for president in South Carolina, I have had to exclude Souch Carolina from
the results listed on Tables 8, 10, and 11. See discussion below, note 99.
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TABLE 8A

1 8 4 0 TURNOUT, PARTY COMPETITION, FREE POPULATION

PEH NEWSPAPER AND COUNTY: UNITED STATES

Free
pop.

in ¡8^0

14,190,223

8,897,030

5.293.'93

5.952,741
8,237,482

3,700,191

5,196,839

1,252,550

3,040,643

Papers
in

1S40

1354

754
6 0 0

6 0 0

754

308

446

292

308

Counties
in

1840

I191

737

454
368

823

253
484

i ' 5

339

Free pop./
newspaper

10480

11800

8822

9921

10925

12014

I 1652

7714
9872

Newspapers/
county

1.14

I.OI

132
1.63

.92

1.22

. 9 2

2-54
.91

Total

High Turnout

Low Turnout

High Party Compt.

Low Party Compt.

High TO High PC

High TO Low PC

Low TO High PC

Low TO Low PC

T O = Turnout
PC = fiïrfy competition index

High turnout = gi-eater than •J'J.^%

High party competition index = greater than (fO.O

Bold denotes a figure at a better than national average.

TABLE 8B

1 8 4 4 TURNOUT AND COMPETITION, 184O FREE POPULATION

PER NEWSPAPER AND COUNTY: UNITED STATES

Total

High Turnout

Low Turnout

High Party Compt.

Low Party Compt.

High TO High PC

High TO Low PC

LowTOHighPC

Low TO Low PC

Free
pop.

in 18^0

14.125,475

8,027,046

6,098,429

6,350,810

7.774.665

3.747.272

4.279.774
2,603,538

3.494.^^91

T O = Turnout

Papers
in

18^0

1348

666

682

647

701

325
341

322

360

PC = PaiTy cmnpetition index

Counties
in

1844

1244

758
486

434
8 1 0

288

470

146

340

High turnout = ¡p-eater than 74.7%

Free pop./
newspaper

10479

'2053

8942

9816

11091

'1530

12551

8085

9708

High pajty competition index = greater than ço.o

SOURCE: ICPSR dan sets

Newspapers/
county

1.08

.88

1.40
1.49

.86

• 7 2

2.20

1.06
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that underlies the party period model cannot explain antebellum
voter turnout, but may explain party competition. They also strongly
suggest that two very different styles of political communication
colored the antebellum electoral process; again, these are Bourke
and DeBats's 'different polities.'

The 1840 federal census provides the first data for an analytical
snapshot of print, literacy, and education across the entire United
States, and the patterns are quite sharp. (See Tables 9a, 9b, ioa,
and 10b.) Indices of newspapers, printing presses, literacy, and
children in school were typically stronger in urban and manufac-
turing coundes^^ than in agricultural counties, in Whig counties
than in Democratic counties, in northern counties than in south-
ern counties, in New England and the Mid-Atlantic than in the
Midwest. The South in general had seen a veiy significant in-
crease in the number of newspapers since 1828, moving from
about one paper per 20,000 free population to one per 12,000 free
population. Most of this increase must have occurred in counties
with some local manufacturing and in the agricultural counties
with relatively more slaves^^—essentially the wealthier plantation

98. Using the 1840 and 1850 United States census data supplied by the ICPSR, I divided
counties into broad economic classifications acording the the following formulae:

1840 urban counties ('Cities') (11): 1840 employment in manufacturing, commerce, etc.
greater than two times employment in agriculture, and population greater 30,000.

1840 manufacturing counties ( 176):
1: 1840 employment in manufacturing, commerce, etc. greater than one-third of agri-
cultural employment and population heUveen 5000 and 30000;

or 1: 1840 employment in manufacturing, commerce, etc. greater than one-third of but
less than twice than agricultural employment and population greater than 30000;

184D agricultural counties (999): all others.
Counties fonned after 1840 and voting in the 1844 election were assigned to manufactur-

ing status based on data from the 1B50 census (none of them fit the 'city' classification):
II 1850 manufacturing capital greater than 13% of 1850 farm value and 1850 popu-
lation between 5,000 and 30,000;

on: 1850 manufactunng capital greater than 13% but less than 90% of 1850 iarm value
and 1850 population greater than 30,000.

99. In making the calculation of relative proportions of slaves in southern rural counties,
I have used an internal rather than a national comparison. Thus rural counties are assigned
to high or low slave categories based on the average ratio of slave to free population within
a given state, rather dian within the South as a whole. The working assumption here is that
economic divisions internal to the various states were the functional points of reference for
these national elections.



TABLE ÇA

PRESS VOLUME AND CENTRALIZATION, LITERACY,

AND URBANIZATION, BY STATE, 1 8 4 0

1

1

Maine

Vennont
New Hampshire

Massachusetts

Connecticut

Rhode Island

New York

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

Dist. of Col.

Ohio

Indiana

Illinois

Michigan

Wise. Terr.

Iowa 'lerr.

Maryland

Delaware

Virginia

No. Carolina

So. Carolina

Georgia
Kentucky

Tennessee

Alabama

Mississippi

Louisiana

Missouri

.Vkansas

Florida Terr.

United States

1040
Total
news-
papers

36

3 0

27

91

33
16

245

187

36

14

123

73

43
32
6

4

42
6

51

27

17

34

38

46
28

31

34

35
9

1 0

1370

Free
pop./
paper

13938

9731
10*^40

8106

9393
6801

9914

9219

10351

2714

'2353

9395
11066

6633

5000

10750

9041

12580

15504

18800

15727

12072

15725
14047

12044

5820

5410
9299

8626

2800

10480

Free
pop./
print
office

14759
10067

7905

7093
8610

6802

7696

9316

3IÖ7

955''
9940

10574

7581
5000

10750

7911

I 2') 80

I5814

'9523
167IO

I7IO2

Î7575
15760

1532«
6444

5256
8136

8626

2800

9435

Edtrn.*
in

leading
county

50.0%

44.4%

22.2%

45-3%
49.0%

85.3%

37.8%
32.8%

18.0%

-

38.5%

7.6%
6.2%

36.8%

33-3%
50.0%

64.9%

80%

26.9%

25.0%

76.3%

45.1%

64.1%

29.8%

57.4%

38.6%

71.8%

78.2%

61.5%

20.0%

42.9%

%
urban

in
1840

7.8%

-

10.0%

37-9%
12.6%

43.8%

19.4%

17.9%
10.6%

90.0%

5.5%

1.6%

2.0%

4.3/0

0.0%

0.0%

24.2%

10.7%

5.5%

1.8%

5.7%

3.6%

4.0%

0.8%

2.1%

1.0%

29.9%

4.3%

0.0%

0.0%

10.8%

Studti/
children

age 5-15
in 1840

131.2%

120.4%

134.2%

114.0%

104.5%

89.7%

91.4%

4>-3 °̂
62.2%

53.7%

25.5%

27.9%

54.1%

27.6%

51.9%

23.7%

14.5%

19.6%

19.7%
17.7%

16.0%

21.3%

21.6%

15.1%

20.5%

13.2%

54-7%

Adult
white

illiteracy
1840

1.1%

1.3%

• 5 %
.9%

.3%
2.3%

3.1%

3.6%

3-1%

4.4%

11.1%

11.1%

1.8%

6.1%

14.2%

14.3%

21.6%

14.7%

15.0%

12.9%

18.3%

13.7%

9.1%

5.1%

11.7%

17.1%

6.7%

* Editions calculated as follows: Daily = 6 editions/week,
semiweekly and triweekly = 2.5 editions/week; weekly = me edition/week.

Bold denotes a figure at or better than national average.

souBCES: 1840 Federal Census^ ICPSK data.



TABLE

VOTER TURNOUT AND PARTY COMPETITION, I 84O-
AND 1840 CAMPAIGN NEWSPAPERS, BY STATE

Maine
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Connecticut
RJiode Island

New York
Pennsylvania
New Jersey

Dist. of Col.

Ohio
Indiana
Illinois
Michigan
Wisconsin T.
Iowa T.

Maryland
Delaware
Virginia
No. Carohna
So. Carolina
Georgia
Kentucky
Tennessee
Alabama
Mississippi

Louisiana
Missouri
Arkansas
Florida T.

United States

1840
state
Près.
elea.

turnout

82.0%

73.8%
86.2%
66.6%
75.5%
33.5%

77.6%
76.9%
80.4%

state
party
comp.
index

99.6
71.4
87.8
83.6
88.0
77.0

96.8
99.8
96.4

84.4% 91.2
86.1% 88.4
85.6% 98.0
84.6% 95.8

1840
%of

counties
•w/ high
p. comp.

61.5%
z 1.4%
20.0%

35.7%
37.5%
20.0%

69.0%
36,4%
2 2 . 2 %

39-7%
29.9%

33-3%
66.7%

84.4% 92.4 50.0%
82.7% 89.8 33.3%
54.8% 98.8 29.4%
83.5% 84.6 13.4%

Legislature voted
87.6% 87.9 33.7%

71.6
88.6

73.9%
89.4%
87.0%
87.6%

39.1%

71.9%
66.7%

92.2
92.8

80.2

87.0
87.2

15.5%
16.7%
22.9%

30.4%

35.3%
30.0%

16.2%

1840
election

papers;
Whig Detfi.

o
3
2

12

I

I

11

9

22

9
4
I

I

6
o

3
2

o
I

2

2

I

5

o
I

o

I

o
I

3
2

I

12

3
o

II

8

2

2

1844
state
Près.
elect.

turnout

67.3%
65.6%
62.3%
59.6%
76.1%
39.7%

73.1%
75.8%
80.2%

85.8%
83.8%

74-3%
80.2%

1844,

1844

State
party
COT/Jp.

index

85.8
80.5

79-4
88.4

95-2
80.0

99.1
98.2
98.9

98.0
98.3
87.6

93-2

1844
%of

counties
w/ high
p. comp.

30.8%
28.6%
20.0%

50.0%

100.0%

20.0%

65.5%
27.6%
42.1%

43.0%
60.0%

36.4%
67.7%

80.3% 95.2 50.0%
84.5% 97-6 ioo.Q%
54.7% 93.9 32.3%
80.9% 95-2 16.9%

for près, electors
95.5% 98.2 28.3%
78.9% 91.8 28.6%
90.9% 99.8 16.2%
81.3% 83.2 32.6%
86.9% 85.2 24.1%

44.1%

74-7%
67.3%

97-4
86.2
74.0

25.0%

23.7%
23.7%

77.6% 93.8" 31.4% 101 58 74.8% 98.6* 34.9%

*usedço.o as high/hw cutoff, it used ̂ 4.0 as high/hw cutoff.

SOURCES; Turnout and party cnmpetidon: calculated fTom ICPSR data
1840 Campaipi papers; Miles, Tbr Peoples' i'aice, 14-5}.
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counties, where the frequency of newspapers and printing presses
was comparahle to that in the northern agricultural counties.
Most dramatically, the rural southern counties with fewer slaves
were the weakest by far in all of these measures of print access and
literacy. These southern low-slave counties had more than twice
the free population per newspaper or printing press, four times
more adult white illiteracy, and only a quarter of the children in
school compared to their counterparts in the agricultural North.'°°
The rural South, in general, in agricultural counties with both
fewer and more slaves, was dramatically weaker than northern
counties in measures of literacy and schooling.

Measuring competition among local newspapers is more prob-
lematic, since counties in the North, particularly the Northeast,
were far larger than their southern counterparts, undermining
the significance of any national comparison. But isolating the
Midwest and the cis-Mississippi South is at least suggestive.'°'
Rural southern counties were significantly less likely to have com-
peting papers that presented competing opinions to tlie elec-

100. Clement E^ton, The Freedom of Thought Struggle in the Old South (Rev. ed.. New
York: Harper and Row, 1964), 64-88, suggests that the 1840 data significantly underrep-
resented southern illiteracy. For a more recent di.scussion of die 1840 literacy data, see Lee
Soltowand Edward Stevens, The Rise of Liteivcy and the Common School in the United States:
A Socioecono?nicAnalysis to iS-jo ((Chicago, III.: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 159-76.
On southern illiteracy and gentry education in academies, see Bertram Wyatt-Brown,
Southern Honor: Ethic and Behavior in the Old .South {New York: Oxford University Press,
1982), 192-95, and Steven M. Stowe, Intimacy and Power in the Old .South: Ritual in the Lives
of the Planters (Bakimore, Md.: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1987), 128-53.

101. Press Competition in 1840: Midwest and Core South
Counties Free Counties

in Popul. with two or more
Nmsspapen in ¡840

MIDWEST STATES
Cities
Manuf. COS.
Agrie. COS.

CORE-SOUTH STATES
Cities
Manuf. COS.
Ag.:Hi Slave
Ag.:Lo Slave

I

30
2 54

2

34
^Î5
299

80,145
585,038

2,228,263

146,623
416,615

1,508,855
1,877,306

100.0%

73-3%
21.6%

100.0%
50.0%
12.8%
3-7%
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torate.'°^ Clearly, the southern manufacturing counties, well en-
dowed with newspapers, took up some of the slack. Papers from
these counties must have circulated across neighboring counties,
shaping a regional political opinion. But we have to assume that
these papers would have had a more restricted distribution out-
side of their county of origin, and it is certainly likely that they had
smaller print runs than many northern papers. Michael Schudson
has argued that, given the weakness of the press, southern con-
gressmen were more likely to send circular letters to constituents;
these would have been part of a wider pattern of circulation of po-
litical print in the mail. Printed political information did get to
southern voters, but it came from beyond the locality, was less ac-
cessible than a local paper, and was inaccessible to the larger num-
bers of ilhterate adults.'°^

The results of the 1840 and 1844 elections suggest that these
patterns of print accessibility had only a hmited relationship with
voter behavior. On a grand aggregate in 1840 the northern states
had more print and higher turnout and party competition than
the South. But a more detailed look at the regions suggests a dif-
ferent story: In the North, the Mid-Atlandc was fundamentally
more partisan than New England, while the cis-Mississippi Core-
South maintained striking levels of turnout without as strong a
press; and the Midwest and new southern states of the Louisiana
Purchase both showed frontier-like qualities.

IO2. In one of the most useful recent studies of a southern county, Daniel S. Dupre's
TransfoJTfting the Cotton Frontia-: Madison County, Alabama, 1800-1840 (Baton Rouge, La.:
Louisiana State University Press, 1997), Diipre bases much of his interpretation in the
competing opinion in the Huntsviile Democrat and the Southern Advocate. It should he
noted, however, that Madison County was one uf only five out of forty-nine Alabama
counties to have two newspapers in 1840.

io3.Scliudson, The Good Citizen, 117-18, discusses drcular letters in the South and West.
In Liberty and Slavay, 116-17, Cooper notes that of 269 circular letters before 1830, 227
were from southern congressmen. The objection might he made tliat I am not paying
enough attention to 'news in the mail,' and that the number of local newspapers was noi sig-
nificant. However, the studies that have stressed the volume of periodicals in the mail have
also found few subscribers relative tn local populations and that long-range subscriptions
North and South were oriented toward religion, reform, and other special interests that
would not have competed with the local political editor. My assumption here is that local ed-
itors were important, mediating hetwten the nation and party at large and the particularities
oftheir locality. See John, Spreiíd/ngí¿eiVra;j, i¡^ and Kieihowicz, News in the Mail, 109-14.
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U.S. total

North
South

New England
Mid-Atlantic
Midwest
Core South
La. Purchase

} be 'Read by the Whole People'

Free population
per newspaper

10,480

9.931
11,875

9^591
9,669
10,676
12,991

7'5^^

Turnout
in 18^0

77.6%

78.5%
75-4%
72.9%
77.6%
85.0%
78.2%

59-7%
See Tables i oa and 1 ¡a.

Party Competition

in iS^o

938
94.6
91.8

90.6
97.8
92.8
90.0
94.4

Bold denotesfi^re at or hettei- than national average.

105

As in 1828, New York, and now Michigan, stood out as exemplars
of the mobilization model, with high levels of press, literacy, voter
turnout and party competition. In the South only the relatively ur-
banized states of Maryland and Louisiana look even vaguely simi-
lar. Elsewhere, as we scan across the national regions, the picture
varies considerably (Tables 9, 10, and i r). New England was char-
acterized by strong literacy and press, but weak turnout and party
competition. Manufacturing counties in the Mid-Atlantic and the
Midwest led the country in virtually all of these print and political
measures, while the agricultural counties in the Mid-Atiantic and
Midwest were strong in both turnout and competition, but weaker
in print. Across the south, the new states formed from the
Louisiana Purchase were strong in press but weak in literacy and
party, while the core southern states, especially Virginia, Kentucky,
North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, were charac-
terized by low levels of literacy and print, moderate party competi-
tion, and high levels of voter turnout. Rural counties in the core
South region had consistently lower party competition.'°4 If we

iO4.Weak party competition in the South is discussed in Kenneth S. Greenberg, Masters
and Statesmen: The Political Culture of American Slaï>ery {"Baltimore, Md.: The Johns Hop-
kins University Press, 1985), 47-51. The results of (¡reenherg's analysis of cong;ressional
districts is strikingly similar to mine, which compares coundes. These, unlike cangres-
sion:il districts, typically had much larger populations in the North. As Greenberg notes,
excluding South Carolina from this analysis certainly results in a higher 'competition in-
dex' for the core South than would he the case if it were included. Similarly, including
Maryland and Delaware in the core South rather than in the Mid-Atlantic raises tlic 'com-
petition index' for the core South.
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isolate the six sets of counties that each had more than one mil-
lion people—and collectively more than three-quarters of the
country's tota! free population—manufacturing counties in New
England and the Mid-Atlantic, and agricultural counties in the
Mid-AUantic, Midwest, and core South, the regional distinctions
stand out all the more sharply:

Free pop. Free pop ¡840 1840 party

United States total
N.Eng. manuf. cos.
Alid-Atl. manuf. cos.
Mid-Atl. agrie, eos.
Midwest, agrie cos.
Core South ag: Hi slave
Core South ag; Lo slave

1040

14,190,223

i,355.5'7
2,367.412
1,495,150
2,228,263
1,508,855
1,877,306

/paper

10,480
10,191

9,584
13,592
12,806
12,679
30,279

See Tables loh and iib.

turnout

77.6%
73.3%
78.7%
83.4%
86.4%
82.7%
77.8%

compétition

93.8
92.8
96.6

99-4
94.0
86.6
92.4

Only in the Mid-Atlantic manufacturing counties was there a
clear and straightforward relationship between press and parti-
sanship; elsewhere it is difficult or impossible to see any such re-
lationship. The low-slave agricultural counties of the core South
stand out as particularly anomalous for the mobilization model. If
turnout in these counties was not quite as high as that in the rural
Mid-Atiantic and Midwest, it was higher than in manufacturing
New England, although the southern counties' indices of print
and literacy were far lower. ̂ °5 Thus, for example, we have the
Democratic voters who turned out in Tennessee to elect James K.
Polk governor in 1839; as described in the Whig Memphis
Enquirer, they were *the men from the deep gorges of the hills and
mountains, and by the sides of the creeks, in the far-off corners of
the counties—who take no newspapers and come not into the
towns.''°^ I i

105. The generally very high turnout in southern elections is discussed in Cooper,
Liberty and Slavery, 184-87.

106. Enquirer {Memphis), August 23, 1839, cited in Charles G. Sellers, James K. Polk:
Jacksonian, /ypy-jÄ^j (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1957), 374, and in
Holt, The Rise and Fall of the Whig Party: 84.
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These figures suggest that two distinct systems of political
communication operated across the country at the height of the
Second Party System, each with different effect. Clearly, the
transformation of the press into a plural marketplace was far more
advanced in the northern states, and had been under way since the
turn of the century. The political press was widely available, and
indeed well balanced, with competing forms. Most importantly,
the political editors in the North spoke directly to the electorate;
their pages were often the only point of mediation between voter
and party in many places where there was an accelerating mobil-
ity, urbanization, and a collapse of local deference patterns. How-
ever, these editors were not entirely successful. Their efforts may
have contributed to the relative balance of parties, suggesting par-
allel levels of organization, but they did not necessarily produce
overwhelming turnouts in the presidential elections. Indeed, the
very plurality of political, reform, and cultural content and opin-
ion in the explosively expanding, northern print culture may well
have diluted the impact of the party press. As Glenn Altschuler
and Stuart Blumin have argued, the furious efforts of northern
political editors, especially in New England, were already being
met with a level of disengagement in 1840 and 1844/°'' And, as
the advocates of the 'public sphere' approach to the antebellum
political universe would argue, many people across the North
were engaged in dissenting, non-electoral politics grounded in as-
sociations rather than parties. Parties and their print organs did
not necessarily define the domain of'the political' in much of the
North by the early 1840s.

The evidence for the South, especially the core plantation
states south and west of the Chesapeake and the Carolinas, indi-

107. Here it should be noted that the constitutional crisis and civil war in Rhode Island
(the Dorr War) underlay that state's particularly low voter turnout in these elections. I low-
ever even if we exclude Rhode Island, New England's turnout was low relative to most of
the other regions;

1S40 Turnout '^44 Turnout
New England with Rhode Island 72.9% 63.5%
New England witliout Rli. Island 74.8% 64.8%

Compare with Table ¡0.
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cates quite clearly that Second Party politics, if not always a 'sys-
tem,' could function at measurably high levels in places where the
revolution in communications and the press were distinctly lim-
ited. If newspapers had grown in number in the South by 1840,
they typically stood at levels that had characterized the North
around 1800. Clearly southern newspapers could not have reached
as far into the social structure as did those in the contemporary
North, and indeed the white population was far less ready to re-
ceive them, given the considerably higher levels of southern illit-
eracy.'"^ Certainly the southern press was partisan in its content,
and it was part of the wider, national system of newspaper ex-
change and party patronage.'°9 This centralization of the south-
ern press continued to play a fundamental role in the shape of
southern partisanship: in 1857 an Alabama Democrat could com-
plain of the 'mandatory authority' of his party's 'central organ at
Montgomery' over local papers."° But this rigidly controlled
partisan content did not reach ordinary rural voters unmediated
by the interpretation of leading men. Couched in a discourse that
retained something of the classical style of the late eighteenth
century, the southern press was aimed at the village and city mer-
cantile classes and the plantation region gentry, who in turn me-
diated between party and electorate in the traditional settings of
southern politics: barbecues, rallies, court days, and speeches,
'The men from the deep gorges . . . who take no newspapers,' in
the view of the Whig Memphis Enquirer in 1839, were 'unin-
formed on the political affairs of the country, and easily led astray
by the artftil demagogues.'"' Conversely, southerners found

108. Greenberg, Masters and Statesinen, 63-64, reaches similar conclusions to mine
about the role of illiteracy in southern political culture. Gienapp, in ' "Politics Seem to En-
ter into Everything"', 61-63, l^nefly touches on the discrepancy between education and
turnout in Iilinois, Indiana, Ohio, and Pennsylvania, but he does not explore the national
dimensions of the pattern.

loi^.WAXson, Jacksonian Politics and Community Conflict, 61-81, 150-97, 161-75; Smith,
Press, Politics, and Patronage, 100-14.

110. Thornton, Politics anJ Power in a Slave Society, 128-29, 146-47. Thornton cites J. D.
Williams to Clement Claiborne Clay, June 11, 1857, in Clay Papers, Duke University
Library, at 128.

111. Ên^Wirer(Memphis), August 23, 1839, cited in Sellers, Polk: Jacksonian, 375.
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elections in New York City to be swamped with 'little bits of pa-
per' and missing the trappings of the traditional southern elec-
tion: 'New Yorkers never have what we call "stump speeches,"' a
southern novelist wrote in 1834, 'and never personally know or
even see their representatives.'"^ Oral, not print, commimicadon
was critical for the southern voter.

The limits of the popular political press in the South is mea-
surable in 1840, when both parties, but particularly the Whigs,
flooded much of the country with campaign papers. (See Table
12.) In the North, these papers were targeted at the states with
more poorly developed presses; Ohio and Indiana stand out, with
thirty-three and seventeen temporary campaign papers respec-
tively. But this effort failed to materialize in the Soutli, as Demo-
crats took the region for granted and the Whigs put their limited
efforts into states already relatively well supplied with newspa-
pers: Maryland and Mississippi stand out. The southern Wliigs
knew their political system, and they did not have to squander re-
sources on the press: WiUiam Henry Harrison swept five of the
seven southern, low-press-volume states. The essential forms of
mediation in southern politics, as we have seen, were oral and
took place in face-to-face settings rather than on the printed page.
And —strikingly—the face-to-face pohtics of this 'herrenvolk'
democracy seems to have been at least as—and often more—^i-
fecdve than the northern popular politics of print in moving the
electorate to the polls, as measured by the extremely high levels
of voter turnout recorded in many southern states. If, across the
South, 'everybody talked politics everywhere,' the 'illiterate and
shoeless' and many of their more fortunate peers learned the iore
of polities' secondhand."^ Without the benefit or even the ne-
cessity of a fully developed press, southern voters responded to a
communal, face-to-face politics of speech and barbecue; living in

1IÎ. William Alexander Caruthers, Kentuckian in Neu^ Vork, 162-63, cited in David M.
Henkin, City Reading: Written Words and Public Spaces in Antebellum New Vork (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1998), 19.

r 13. For quotes, see William J. Cooper, Jr., The South and the Politia of Slavery, iSz8-
¡8^6 (Baton Rouge, La.: Louisiana State University Press, 1978), 36-37.
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TABLE I 2

LOG CABIN CAMPAIGN NEWSPAPERS, BY SECTION, PARTY,

AND PREVAILING PRESS VOLUME, 184O

1

United States:
Whig papers
Dem. papers

North:
Whig papers
Dem. papers

South:
Whig papers
Dem. papers

States with high
press volutne

Total
Campaigt

papers
in 1840

96
61

35

80

49
31

16
12

4

Total
1 fiee

pop. ,
¡840*

8,012

6,867

1.14s

Free
pop./

campaign
paper

834
131.2
228.9

85.8
140.1
221.5

71.6
954

286.2

States with low
press volume

Total
Campaigt

papers
in 1840

61

39
22

43
28

15

18
II

7

Total

I free

pop.

1S40'

6,134

2,780

3.354

Free
pop./

cajnpaign
paper

IG0.5

157-3
278.8

64.6

99 3
»85.3

186.3

3049
479.1

*expressedin looos
Bold denotes figure at or better than national ffoemge.

High press volume:
Free pop. per paper listed in the 184G census = 5,GGO-IO,36I

Low press volume:
Free pop. per paper listed in the 184G census = 10,500-18,900

Campaign papers: newspapers established for the 184G campaign only.

SOUBCBS:

Miles, Tht Pnplt's Vaict., 14-5).

a booming marketplace of print, many northerners met the polit-
ical editors' best efforts with more independence of mind and
withwith both dissent and disengagement.'"^

114. Bourke and DeBats, 'Identifiable Voting,' 275-86. See the useful discussion of elec-
tioneering and the contest between print culture and barbecue culture in Dupre,
Transforming the Cotton Frontier, 172-203, and in 'Barbecues and Pledges: Electioneering
and the Rise of Democratic Politics in i\ntebellum Alabama,' Journal of Southern History (^o
(1994): 479-512, also the wider literature on the southern face-to-face politics of neigh-
borhood and kinship that includes: F.ugene Genovese, 'Yeoman Fanners in a Slaveholders'
Democracy,' in Eugene Genovese and Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, Fruits of Merchant Capital:
Slavery and Bourgeois Property m the Rise and Expansion of Capitalism (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1983), 249-64; Shade, Democratizing the Old Dominion, 11, 114-57;
J. Wlliam Harris, Plain Folk and Gentiy in a Slave Society: White Liberty and Black Slavery in
Augusta's Hinterlands (Middletown, Conn.; Wesleyan University Press, 1985), 94-108,
117-22; Peter Kolchin, Unfiee Labor: American Slavery and Russian Setfdm/i (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1987), 60-61, 182-84; Thomas A. Jeffrey, State Parties
and National Polilia: North Caivlina., ¡81^-1861 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1989),
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These were configurations of the 'different polities' that Paul
Bourke and Donald DeBats have sketched in their social analyses
of voice voting in antebellum Virginia and Oregon. ' ̂ 5 On the one
hand, a mobiUzation model of the antebellum electoral process
centers on the dialogue between the individual voter and printed
information in the privacy of Benedict Anderson's 'imagined
commimity.' Here the voter's opinion, shaped by a flood of'little
bits of paper,' led to a 'totally private act,' as Bourke and DeBats
summarize the thrust of Amasa Walker's 1850 Report proposing
the secret ballot in Massachusetts.'"^ The polar opposite was a
model of'communal partisanship,' in which politics was embed-
ded in neighborhood solidarity, in the fabric of local pyramids of
kinship, work, worship, and recreation that defined the warp and
woof of American rural hfe. Where Bourke and DeBats see this as
particularly a southern form, their own work, and the evidence
here on the rural Midwest, makes it obvious that aspects of'com-
munal partisanship' could be found throughout the nation."^ But

120-21, 146-47, 314-15; Stephanie McCurry, Masters of Small Worlds: Yeoman Households,
Gender Relatians, and the Political Culture of the Antebellum South Cantina Low Countiy (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 98, 105-11, 239-46, 265-71, 275-76; Christopher
Morris, Becojning Southern: the Evolution of a Way of Life, Warren County and Vichburg,
Missi.'sippi. i-j-jo-iHôo {New York: Oxford Univrsity Press, 1995), ^4-102, 132-55.
Revealingly, while Morris used the Vicksburg newspapers as sources, he did not find it neces-
sary to examine them as agents of poiidcal communication. Equally revealingly, neither
Waldstreicher nor Pasley devote much space to the fonns of southern polines in their stud-
ies of politics and print. Most ofWaldstreicher's treatment of the South comes in an illumi-
nating, but short, section of regionalism (/ní¿í'M;í¿ío/'Pí7pí'/-íW/-Vto, 251-71); Pasley rec-
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of Printers,' ig, 158-59, z^^-6^), but does not explore in detail its implications, preferring to
focus on the experience of a rising class of Republican poiidcal editors in the North.

115. Bourke and DeBats, Washington County, and 'Idendfiable Voting in Nineteenth-
Century America: 'Ibward a Comparison of Britain and the United States before the Secret
Ballot,' Perspectives in American History 11 (1977-78): 259-88.

116. Bourke and DeBats, 'Identifiable Voting,' 287.
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it is equally obvious that throughout the north the hold of 'com-
munal partisanship' was rapidly being loosened by the rising tide
of'little bits of paper.' And conversely, it as been argued that the
distinctive ness of southern elections runs deep into the colonial
past. Edmund Morgan has proposed that the southern tradition
of political recreation, of the gentry swilling the voters, and in-
deed all comers, with alcohol, barbecue, and stump speeches, was
a form of carnival, of riotous topsy-turvy that assisted in masking
gentry rule behind a 'fiction' of popular sovereignty. Morgan even
notes the disparity in voter participation: 'The turnout in egali-
tarian New England's sober elections was smaller than in the aris-
tocratic South's drunken ones. . . . It is tempting to say that there
was less need for a carnival-type election in societies where the
fiction of popular sovereignty was closer to reality, where repre-
sentative assemblies were filled with ordinary men who had not
campaigned for the position and sat there, often reluctandy, as a
civic duty.'"^ The qualities of sectional politics—Bourke and
DeBats's 'different polities'—thus had ancient roots.

THE CLASSICAL PUBLIC SPHERE AND

THE MARKETPLACE OF PRINT

We are left with something of an interpretive paradox. Two of the
key qualities of the Second Party System {or the opening of the
party period)—a popular press and voter turnout—were not sys-
tematically related, and sometimes even mutually exclusive. Our
understanding of this paradox has been obscured by scholarly tra-
dition: historians of press and print routinely ignore the South
and Midwest, and base their modernizing generalizations on the
urban Northeast, while historians of party, giving only fleeting at-
tention to the press, ground much of their argument for a stable
two-party system on high rates of voter turnout, ftieled in some
measure by data from voters across much oftheSouth."^ Only in

118. Edmund Morgan, Inventing the People: The Rise of Popular Sovereignty in England and
America (New York: W. W. Norton, 1988), 206-8; see also 183-^^0, 197, 200.

119. The most significant exception to this statement is Kennetli Greenherg, Masters
and Statesmen, passim. See p. 64 on rfve symbiotic weakness of party and press in the south.
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the Mid-Atlantic, dominated by New York and Pennsylvania, can
we see the unambiguous markers of 'mobilization' and the onset
of the party period: direct relationships between print, turnout,
and competition. Elsewhere political communications and pro-
cess took on different configurations. In New England proper, a
diverse press allowed interpretive choices that led an increasing
number to join either a growing 'disengagement' from party or an
emerging, 'organized dissent.' Conversely, the Midwest exhibited
a developmental, frontier trajectory toward tlie 'party period,'
with print catching up with party over time. And across the South
high turnouts were routinely achieved by local notables without
the mediation of a popular press, in a communal partisanship per-
petuating important features of the 'pre-party era.'

Politics and communications were becoming increasingly com-
plicated in the antebellum North, as the 'general crisis' of the
1830S spawned a proliferation of print and organizational forms,
exploding the classical public sphere into a plural marketplace.^^°
This 'general crisis' was having an opposite effect in tiie South, as
traditional forms of politics and communications remained in
place, and indeed were intensified in the reaction to threats of
fundamental change. Paradoxically, the traditional forms operating
in most of the South were more successful in mobilizing the elec-
torate than were the storied efforts of northern Wliigs. Equally
importantly, despite the transition in political communications in
the wider North that I have described here in terms of a 'general
crisis,' a good case can be made for significant continuities. The
regional differences evident in the 1840s have clear antecedents in
the regional patterning that had been apparent in 1800 and 1810.
The limited reach of the press in southern politics in 1840 also
had an obvious antecedent in the early republic. Conversely, the
Mid-Atlantic states always led the nation toward a competitive,

120. See the arguments on northern excepdonalism developed in James M. McPherson,
'Antebellum Southern F-xceptionalisni: A New Look at an Old Question,' Civil War Hhtory
29(1983): 230-44. For the South in particular, see Greenberg, MÍÍJÍCT^ Ä«J i>i//e57//fíi, esp.
51-84.
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high-volume press and competitive party politics. And New
England's withdrawal from party, matched by a high-volume
press, bears a relationship to an earlier Federalist preeminence.
Oddly, but importantly, the truncation of a political future for
Federahsm, combined with the imperatives of diversification in
the marketplace of print, fundamentally shaped the proliferation
of print genres that contributed so much to the transformation
unfolding in the 1830s, providing discursive avenues for disen-
gagement, dissent, and even for party.

This view of politics and press has implications for the debate
over the liberal or pre-modern nature of southern society,̂ ^^ and
it speaks directly to the problems of access and closure that have
framed this review. If there was a 'general crisis' in the 1830s, it
involved a transition toward a liberal, market-defined social or-
der, profoundly antithetical to the existence of slavery.̂ ^^ In this
new world, the essential decisions would be made by au-
tonomous, rational individuals, uncoerced by others and in-
formed by print-assimilated knowledge and understandings. The
explosion of new voices and opinions in print in the 1830s marked
the opening of this new world and a fundamental threat to a tra-
ditional republican order. It can be argued that the parties of the
Second Party system were designed to set limits on political dis-
course, to confine it to safe channels of debate. In an important
sense, the parties, and the gate-keeping poUtical editors, carried
many of the exclusionary qualities of the classical public sphere
into the nineteenth century.

How important, then, were newspapers to the American polit-
ical system? How should we read John Quincy Adams in 1837?

1 2 1 . James Oakes, Slavery and Freedom: An ¡nterpreation of the Old South (New York:
A. A. Knopf, 1990), 40-79.

122. My thinking here is informed by the Haskell/Davis debate in John Ashworth, ed.,
The Antislavery Debate: Capitalism and Abolitionist as a Problem in Historical ¡nterpretatioti
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1992); John Ashworth, Slavny, Capitalisifi, and
Politics in the Antehellum Republic (New York; Cambridge University Press, 1995); Orim-
sted, American Mobbing-, and Robert W. Fogel, Without Consent or Contract: The Rise and Fall
of American Slavery (New York: W. W. Norton, 1989), 281-387,
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Certainly the parties required print communications for their na-
tional articulation. But the parties did not necessarily need great
amounts of print, if we may judge by the case of the South. A form
of national politics might well have emerged without a truly pop-
ular press; such a system would have allowed for limited circula-
tion of a restrained discourse among a leadership class, who
would have mobilized the electorate in face-to-face relationships.
But mass popular literacy, a rapidly evolving economy, urbaniza-
tion, and the explosive effects of religious revival in the antebel-
lum North precluded that conservative path. Across most of the
North a classical public sphere had segmented into dyadic parti-
sanship and was then transformed into a protean plural market-
place. In this competitive environment political editors worked
hard to usher in the 'Second Party System,' or the 'party period,'
and their efforts have been recognized by a large school of histo-
rians. But they worked increasingly with diminished results, as
the very definition of politics began to siip out of their hands, and
as parts of an apparently monolithic public moved toward disen-
gagement and dissent—i.e., toward an independence of mind.
Conversely, many of the features of the classical public sphere en-
dured across the plantation South, as the imperatives of honor,
principle, and slavery trumped partisan organization.^^^

Between these diverging paths, parties and political editors
could only attempt to steer the process into acceptable directions,
hoping that dissenting voices such as that of John Quincy Adams
would not be *read by the whole people.' But an alternative, dis-
senting definition of politics had, in Adams's words, 'taken deep
root in the soil of civil society.' The next two decades would see
an explosion of voices such as Adams's in print across the North,
exploring social and political possibilities unmediated by party.
This sectional transformation of the public sphere fi-om a classi-
cal forum to a liberal marketplace powerfully shaped tlie redefini-

123, Greenberg, Masters and Statesmen.
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tion of 'the pohtical' in antebellum America. Its increasing plu-
rality and volume ultimately contributed to—and perhaps drove
—the collapse of the contest between Whigs and Democrats and
the coming of the Civil

124. Here I adopt the argument offered by Thomas Leonard in The Power of the Press,
92-96, that the unmediated proliferadon of print information in the 1850s undermined the
Second Party System. 'It was reporting that achieved nadonal circulation outside tiie con-
trol of canny party operadves that [nade the poiidcal system unstable. . . . What antebel-
lum polidcs could not long endure was a repordng out of the control of these gatekeep-
ers. . . . ' Richard John, in Spreading the Nev>s, reaches similar conclusions; see 257-80.




